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BUYING 
We are still working as hard as ever to find and buy better 

collections. It is interesting to note that with the changes in 

the economy, there is a bit more material being offered than 

in previous years, but our emphasis is still on better 

collections. 

If you feel that the time is approaching to consider selling, 

we would like to discuss this with you. No two collections 

are alike, and we have the experience and facilities to help 

you realize maximum returns for your stamps. 

GEORGE S. WEGG LTD. 
36 Victoria Street, 

TORONTO - CANADA MSC 2N8 
Telephone (416) 363-1596 

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME 



PUBLIC STAMP AUCTION 

NEXT AUCTION • SPRING 1989 

JIM HENNOK 
Licensed Auctioneer 

Will Sell at Public Auction Without Reserve 

CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND & PROVINCES 
British Commonwealth & Foreign 

FEATURING 
A large selection of better Canada, Postal History 

and British Commonwealth 

TO BE HELD IN OUR AUCTION GALLERIES 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CATALOGUE 

JIM A. HENNOK LTD. 185 Queen East Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5A 1S2 Tel: (416) 363-n57 
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TkE EDITOR'S PAGE 
by Mike Street 

THE NEW PROFESSIONALS AND US 

CONTRADICTIONS 

In thirteen years of producing magazines 
for stamp oollectors no other article I have 
edited has brought as much strong response, 
pro and oon, as Robert Pratt's The New Pro
fessionals and Us in the September-October 
TOPICS. 

One member, a dealer, wrote to say that 
the article would have been better if the part 
criticizing dealers had been constructive in
stead of "Us versus Them", and if it had been 
handled directly in oorrespondence rather 
than in print. He also felt that Pratt's article 
was more suited to the trade papers or a 
newsletter, not a specialist journal such as 
TOPICS. Another member, also a dealer, 
wrote to say that the article was a very i'!!P;Or
tant piece and congratulated me for pnnt1ng 
it. 

Jeff Switt (see LETIERS) took issue both 
with Pratt, largely for the tone of his. article, 
and with Pratt and to some extent With me, 
for not condensing it drastically, at the very 
least. 

YES OR NO? 

To print, or not to print, is always the 
question. The editor of a special interest jour
nal must first decide whether or not the con
tent of an article is pertinent to the interests of 
the members of the group. If it passes that 
test, then accuracy of the informati~n and, in 
an opinion piece, the presence of libelous or 
slanderous statements, must be gauged. 

If these check out, and the editor Is not 
required to spend an Inordinate amount. of 
time whipping it into shape, then the arocle 
usually gets published. Normally, when an 
article actually sees print is determined by its 
importance, and by the number of others 
which arrived before it did. 

The New Professionals and Us oomment
ed on the dangers of not using available .in
formation, both in creating or oompound1ng 
errors and In the very real possiblity of peo
ple b~ying wrongly described mat?rlal. Is 
there any doubt that these are pertinent to 

BNAPSer's interests? 
Pratt took to task dealers and authors. As 

someone who has earned a solid reputation 
in this field, that was his privilege. Should he 
have refrained from criticizing one group or 
the other? In the context, how oould he have 
avoided it? His opinions were strong, but 
nowhere near libel or slander. For my part, 
the major criteria were met. Th~re was no 
question of whether or not to publish. 

Should the article have been oondensed 
to a page or so? When editing another's 
work, one always has to be mindful of the 
rights and sensibilities of the author, who 
must be allowed fair leeway to have his or 
her say. With The New Professionals a.nd Us, 
1 removed duplication and some matenal that 
seemed extraneous, used a few editorial 
tools to temper the tone a bit, and printed the 
remainder. 

THROWING STONES 

Right after The New Professionals and Us 
appeared John Walsh, one of the people who 
received a zap from Bob Pratt, phoned me. 
John was upset because on one point in par
ticular the date of a backstamp, I had made 
a judg~ment call and left out something which 
would have proved the point (for which I apol
ogized in this space in the last issue). 

Bert Warr, whom Pratt acknowledged as 
having given the same date as Walsh in an 
article in the Newfie Newsletter, also wrote. 
Bert took exception to the reference to his 
item in Pratt's article, because his piece in
cluded a clear illustration of the backstamp! 
Had Pratt been a little more careful, he would 
not have been able to criticize either Walsh or 
Warr on the point. Nevertheless, Bert agreed 
with the general thrust of The New Profes
sionals and Us in pointing out the danger to 
the oollector when wrong information is print
ed. 

SUMMING UP 

1 must agree with Jeff Swill's criticism of 
the tone of Pratt's piece. It wasn't right. Else
where in this issue you will find the first in-
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stallment of a series by William C. Walton. By 
an amazing coinddence (some might call it a 
form of poetic justice), Walton's series con
cerns Robert Pratt's articles on Newfoundland 
Postal Stationery which ran in TOPICS from 
1984 to 1986. As will be seen, he not only 
adds new information to the original series, 
but also brings to light and corrects items on 
which Pratt went astray. The manner in which 
Walton does this shows that it is quite pos
sible to point out errors without firing artillery. 

Should I have printed The New Profes
sionals and Us? On balance, given all the 
points above, yes, I think so • but I won't give 
it as a shining example when I try for saint
hood. Bob Pratt had a valid point to make, 
one worth putting forward to BNAPSers. His 
own errors in the article should not detract 
from this. Bert Warr's position could be sum
med up as, "let's not throw out the baby with 
the bath water, • and I believe he's quite right. 

I would like to think that all of us have 
learned something from this. 

ARE YOU GOING TO HAMIL TON? 
BNAPEX '89 

SEPTEMBER 22-24 

AUCTION AGENT 
For over twenty-five years, Jim 
H ennok has been buying at major 
North American Auctions. His ex
pertise is available to you at a sup· 
risingly low rate. He is widely rec
ognized as the most thorough and 
accurate "viewer" in Toro nto. By 
employing him as an agent you can 
gain anonymity and prevent unsat· 
isfactory purchases. Please phone or 
write to discuss your needs. 

J IM A. HENNOK L TO. 
185 Queen St. East 
Toronto, Ontario 

M5A 152 

Phone(4161 363-7757 
(24 hours) 
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BRITISH 
EMPIRE 

and 
BNA 

We carry o ne of the larges! 
stocks including specialists 
material. Want lists ac
cepted. Why not d rop us a 
line. 

Peter Singer 
P.O. Box 25249 

Portland, OR 97255 

Me mbers: A.S.D.A., B.P.A., 
P.T.S., etc. 

Canada, Newfoundland 

And Other B.N.A . 

Public Auctions 

Basutoland, Falkland Islands 

and other British Common

wealth. Mint. Used, On Cover, 

Single Rarities. Collections. Ac

cumulations Bought and Sold. 

JOHN H. TALMAN 

BOX 70, ADELAIDE STREET P.O 

TORONTO. ONT. MSC 2H8 

PHONE f416J 863-1465 

Visit our store at 21 I Yonge St 
(Upper Mezzanine/ 
Downtown Toronto 



THE 

PRESIDENT'S 
CORNER 
by Lewis M. Ludlow, OTB 

As the British North America Philatelic 
Society enters its 45th year, I come to you as 
its 23rd President, succeeding to a long line 
of able and distinguished members who have 
previously served In this capacity. Over the 
next two years, I hope to bring to SNAPS 
leadership and direction at least equal to, or 
even better than, that so well provided by my 
predecessors. 

Concurrently with this biennial change of 
Presidents, there are a number of other of
fices - both elective and appointive - which 
are also undergoing transition. 

Ed Harris, as Immediate Past President, 
will continue to work on his major project of 
formalizing, in writing, tne responsibilities and 
duties of all officers of the Society. I will be 
working dosely with him on this effort. While 
all those now serving SNAPS have a clear 
knowledge of their obligations, Ed's objective 
is much to be desired for our long term fu. 
ture. 

After serving four strong and productive 
years as Chairman of our Board, Allan Stein
hart is stepping down from this position, al
though he will continue as a Board member. 
During Allan's term as Chairman, he earned 
the well deserved reputation of dealing 
promptly and efficiently with Board matters 
and keeping the annual meetings of the Di
rectors as concise as possible. 

To replace Allan, our recently retired Sec
retary, Dr. Earle Covert, has been elected 
Chairman of the Board. During his six year 
term as Secretary, Earle upgraded the office 
into the modern technological era; all of the 
membership rolls have been computerized, 
integrating the previously separate mailing list 
for BNA TOPICS. Earle's role as Chairman 
will be an active one; after discussion and 
mutual agreement, in addition to his other 

duties, Earle has agreed to head up a Long 
Range Planning Committee on the future 
direction, goals and programs of the British 
North America Philatelic Society. 

Also as a result of the recent election, 
Chris McGregor of Vancouver will assume 
the duties of Secretary of the Society, replac
ing Earle Covert. Chris and Earle have al
ready had two major meetings, reviewing 
responsibilities and comparing computer cap
ability. As I write this in early December, the 
process of transferring secretarial records is 
underway, so that Chris will be up to speed 
as soon as possible after he has taken office 
at the first of the year. 

Ron McGuire, our Conventions Committee 
Chairman for many years, has expressed the 
wish to relinquish this position at the begin
ning of the new year due to personal commit
ments. We have agreed, with regret, to Ron's 
desire. He plans to finish his program of re
writing the Convention Guidelines, which is 
nearing completion, to bring them into the 
current era. Charles Firby of Michigan has 
agreed to replace Ron in this role. Chuck's 
first responsibility Is to fill the convention 
dates of 1992 and 1994 in the United States 
and 1993 in Canada. He plans to announce 
the 1992 location when we meet In Hamilton 
this September. 

For the last few years our Ethics Commit
tee has been chaired by Allan Steinhart as a 
Board function. At the last Board meeting 
Allan made the cogent point that the activities 
of this committee are not appropriate to the 
Board's responsibilities, but that it should be 
reporting to the President. The Board agreed. 
Accordingly, I have appointed Don Wilson of 
Newfoundland to be Chairman of this com
mittee; he has accepted the appointment and 
will report to the President. We are advised 
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by Allan that there have been very few prob
lems during his time as Ethics Committee 
Chairman and, further, that as of the last 
Board meeting there are no problems pend
Ing. 

Of perhaps greatest Importance Is the 
position of Editor of BNA TOPICS. Mike 
Street, who has been serving In this capacity 
for almost eight years, has expressed the 
desire to step down as Editor and be active 
in other areas of the Society. This will be our 
sore loss, only compensated for by knowing 
that Mike will continue to be an integral part 
of SNAPS' administration. During his tenure 
as Editor, TOPICS has grown and expanded, 
and today is recognized as one of the best 
philatelic publications existent. As he gets 
ready to turn over the reins, I am sure that all 
of you join me in giving to Mike a very warm 
accolade for a job very well done. 

The role of Editor, BNA TOPICS, will be 
assumed by Vic Willson of Texas. After dis
cussions between Mike and Vic, it has been 
agreed that the effective transition date will 
be June 1, 1989. SNAPS Is truly fortunate to 
have someone of Vic's qualifications and 
dedication taking up this position. Vic is cur
rently Editor of the Texas Prairie Beaver Reg
ional Group publication, The Beaver Chatter 
and is a contribU1ing writer to BNA TOPICS, 
the PHSC Journal and Stamp Collector. Vic 
has also done professional editing for his 
university, Texas A & M, where he is a Pro
fessor of Educational Psychology. We know 
that Vic is more than capable of carrying on 
the tradition of excellence established by 
Mike. 

After more than seven years of dedicated 
service, Clarence Stilllons is stepping down 
as Chairman of the Editorial Board. Although 
he originally had planned to be finished by 
year end, Clarence has graciously agreed to 
carry on until the change of Editors on June 
1. He will supervise the first balloting under 
the new procedure for deciding the winner of 
the V.G. Greene Award. At the same time, as 
Mike Street turns BNA TOPICS over to Vic 
Willson, he has agreed to my request that he 
accept appointment as Chairman of the Edi
torial Board, which with his experience he Is 
eminently qualified to fill. 

As we begin this new period in the admin
Istration of SNAPS, we wish to express our 
most sincere thanks to outgoing members of 
the Board of Directors David McKain, Clar
ence Stillions and Gary Lyon. We extend our 
warmest welcome to Earle Covert, George 
Wegg and George Arfkin as new first time 
Board members. Ed Whiting, our former 
Past President, was also elected to the 
Board, along with Bill Pawluk, who was re
turned for a second term. I am sure that this 
newly constituted Board of Directors will play 
a strong role in support of the Society. 

In this, my first message to the member
ship, I cannot dose without acknowledging 
the movement of Bill Robinson from the 
Board to his new position as 1st Vice Presi
dent. Bill and I have worked together over 15 
years on the R.P.O. Study group; as your 
new executive team, we hope to bring an 
exciting new energy to the affairs of the Soci
ety. 

IN MEMORIAM 
John W. Robb 

John W. Robb, a long time member of the 
RPSC, SNAPS, PHSC and BC Philatelic 
Society passed away peacefully at the age of 
67 on December 16, 1988 at Vancouver, BC. 

Jack was for many years Treasurer of the 
BC Philatelic Society, and until recently had 
been Treasurer for the 1991 BNAPEX Organ
Izing Committee. He was a long time dele
gate to the Northwest Federation of Stamp 
Clubs, and was serving as their Auditor at the 
time of his death. He was very active in the 
Postal Stationery Study Group of SNAPS, 
and also In SNAPS' Pacific Northwest Re
gional Grpup. 

He was a Past-President of Royal Canadi-

an Legion Branch 179, Vancouver, and a 
Past Master of Lodge Southern Cross No. 
44, AF & AM. 

Jack is survived by his wife Margaret, 
three children and their families, and four 
brothers and two sisters. 

A memorial service was held in Vancouver 
on December 21. Jack's service to philately 
was recognized by the attendance of Trevor 
Larden, President, BC Philatelic Society, Sam 
Horton, Director, RPSC, Bill Robinson, Vice
President, SNAPS and President, PHSC, 
plus many other friends and colleagues. A 
very quiet and effective worker for the hobby, 
Jack always gave freely of his efforts. 
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LETTERS 
THE NEW PROFESSIONALS AND US 

This letter is In response to the omnipotent 
ramblings of Robert Pratt In the September
October, 1988 Issue of TOPICS. 1 resent the 
use of over 4 valuable pages of our journal to 
print his 'guest comment' to the effect of 
"Look how smart I am and look how stupid 
everybody else Is." This diatribe could have 
easily been condensed to less than one 
page. To have done so, with the need for 
accuracy concisely stated, would have been 
a welcome point taken. 

Perhaps if Pratt's comments had been 
directed to a wider scope of BNA philately, 1 
would have been Impressed with his philatelic 
prowess. However, since his comments were 
directed to a single philatelic entity, New
foundland, which Is one of the most complex 
areas of study, and given Pratt's well-known 
an~ long-time devotion to this area, it is much 
akin to St. Peter knowing which angels have 
warts, and where. I commend Pratt on his 
track record of error-free research and writing 
about his chosen field. 

Re Pratt's comments about apparent er
rors-in-print attributed to Gary Lyon, Bill Mar
esch, Dan Eaton and Lex DeMent (who are 
not listed by name, but as heads of their re
spective companies shoulder the responsibil
ity for the accuracy of their catalogs) - I would 
hardly call any one of these gentlemen a 
'philatelic illiterate', but if there are mistakes 
instead just call them human. From the ton~ 
of Pratt's comments, this is a state in life 
~bove which he apparently thinks he has 
nsen. 

It is obvious from Pratt's classification of 
collectors that I am not an ·us· or even a 
'THEM' in terms of philatelic expertise. 1 am, 
however, a 'ME', someone who enjoys the 
hobby (yes Mr. Pratt, that's what it still is to 
thousands), someone who enjoys the society, 
and someone who enjoys the journalistic en
lightenment that TOPICS usually brings. 

At our conventions conversation often 
turns to getting younger members Involved In 
SNAPS and, more basic, trying to get young
er people just to join our society. I find it a
mazing that we have any members under the 
age of 50 years, given Pratt's outlook and the 

turn-off that his 'Guest Comment' delivers. 
Finally, I cringe at the thought that be

cause a member has the hallowed letters 
'OTB' behind his name, that the membership 
(or cu:" I t~e only one objecting?) has to put 
up With this type of journalistic expression. 
Perhaps in Pratt's case the letters 'OTB' now 
stand for 'Omnipotent, Tedious and Boring'. 
Given that, I am proud to sign my name, 

Jeffrey SWitt, OB 
. (Ordinary Beaver) 

Editor's. Note: For more on this subject, see 
The Editor's Page in this issue. 

SURVIVING THE MAILS 

Does it seem to you that mail today runs 
heavily to meters and that when stamps are 
used they are often damaged by the Post 
Office handling? You may be interested In a 
small study of the mail that comes to our 
professional association. 

Last year we received 31,445 pieces of 
mail of which 63% were metered. If 4,000 
ballots which came in postpaid return envel
opes are not counted, 57% of the mail did not 
use postage stamps. Of the pieces which did 
carry stamps, 79% of the stamps were dam
aged by creases, tears, pulled perforations or 
other d~fects to the point that they would be 
of no Interest to a philatelist. Others, of 
course, were off center or heavily cancelled 
although usable. 

I don't know if the proportion of meters 
received by this association is typical, but 1 
expect the proportion of damaged stamps is 
average. 

If memory serves, Kasimir Bileski once 
estimated that only one stamp in every 500 
l~sued survives for collecting. The foregoing 
figures tend to confirm that figure as the right 
or~er of magnitude. Again from memory, 1 
th1nk the number of Canadian collectors Is 
estimated at around a quarter of a million, or 
one percent of the population. If one in a 
hundred saves stamps and only one In five 
stamps is in a condition to be worth saving, 
this suggests that only one used stamp In 
500 gets preserved. 

Mike Painter 
Vancouver 
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POSTAL HISTORY AUCTION 
1 :00 PM SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1989 

SHERATON VILLA INN,4331 DOMINION STREET 
VANCOUVER (BURNABY), BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 

WANTED: CANADA AND WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY. 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS ON OUR 

EXCELLENT PRICES AND CONSIGNMENT TERMS. 

Canada - P.O. Box 430, ABBOTSFORD, BRITlSH COLUMBIA V2S SZS 
United States - P.O. Box 1507, SUMAS, WASHINGTON 98295-1507 

Telephone (604) 850-1137 
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NEWFOUNDLAND RESPONSE 

This letter is in reply to three different 
items concerning Newfoundland philately in 
recent issues of BNA TOPICS. 

1) In The New Professionals and Us (Sep· 
tember-October 1988, P .19) Robert Pratt 
discusses lot 269 in the Eastern Auctions 
sale of 11 June 1988. The deSCI'iption of the 
lot read, "P,B 104, 1¢ Cross-gutter trial colour 
plate proof block of 24 in black on thin wove 
card, folded in gutter, the first cross-gutter 
block we've ever seen from this issue, a rare 
and important item, VF." 

Mr. Pratt refers to his own previously pub· 
lished facts and says, " ... it is not positive that 
De La Rue could make or print 200-up en· 
graved plates. The day books of De La Rue 
do not substantiate plates of engraved New· 
foundland stamps 200-up being printed." 

Well, to heck with "it is not positive" and 
"day books". look at the picture (reproduced 
above) in the auction catalogue! Does it exist 
or does it not? 

Obviously, the photo dashes with what 
Mr. Pratt has printed as his facts. Possibly he 
did not have a gutter piece when he wrote his 
article in 1969. Sometimes it takes a while for 
an exciting item to surface, perhaps even 
later than 1969 or 1989. 

Printer's records are not always correct, 
either. In our research for The Newfoundland 
Specialized Stamp Catalogue, John Butt and 
I found that one edition of the official govern· 
ment Postal Guide lists among the available 
Registered Envelopes, ·c size, price 3¢." No 
such envelope exists • the price of the C size 
envelope was 2e. People should not be afraid 
to keep looking for new things which may 
change the 'printed facts'. 

2) The New Professionals and Us (P. 21), 
and a letter from Derek Paul in the same 
issue (P. 7), both question a point I made In 
my article, Newfoundland Plate Numbers in 
the November-December 1987 TOPIC$ (P. 
26), with regard to the 1932 Resources issue. 
The statement in question was, "What I have 
found Is that the 1 ¢·5¢ values were printed in 
sheets of 200 subjects containing two panes 

of 100 stamps. The two panes were separat· 
ed by a 24mm gutter." 

The photo of the 5¢ Caribou which aocom· 
panies this letter should help settle this ques· 
tion. This Die II stamp shows lathework in the 
gutter, and an apparent mlsperforation at the 

: . - .....-· ............ ! •. ili.l'i"it" ·r.·ftlil-fiiiftf . . . 

left. As the sheets would have normally been 
guillotined before shipping, a piece with lathe· 
work is very unusual. 

3) With regard to the review of The New· 
found/and Specialized Stamp Catalogue in 
the November-December 1988 issue of 
TOPICS (P. 23), I would like to make the 
following comments for John Butt and myself. 

The reviewer criticizes our use of the word 
'catalogue' because It does not include 
prices. look it up in your Funk & Wagnalls! 
The definition says, "A list or enumeration of 
names, objects, etc., usually In alphabetical 
order and often with aooompanying desorip· 
tion." Our catalogue fits that· and is a dandy 
checklist besides! 

Prices and illustrations are not induded as 
we thought they would be of no help to an 
advanced collector. How can one generate a 
price for many of the items listed as sub· 
number designations? They are sold on the 
basis of preconceived collector desire. Has 
the reviewer not seen the values Scott and 
others put on stamps and compared these 
with what is truly paid by the interested col· 
lector? 

This catalogue accomplishes what was 
previously unheard of and what was impos· 
sible. What is that? Why, Newfoundland phil· 
ately is between two covers, is portable and 
in such a concise format that you can put it in 
your pocket. The alternative is a wheelbarrow 
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and the outlay of many hundreds of dollars. 
The reviewer says that first pence stamps 

in black with no gum may be proofs or trade 
samples, depending on the paper. Our cata
logue states that black proofs exists for each 
value, but it is very unlikely that all values 
would show up in a trade sample book. We 
did not say that our catalogue carries all a
vailable Information • of course people will 
have to read other writers to gain more know
ledge. 

Some of the dates of issue in previous 
works are wrong. Check Lowe for the date of 
the 4¢ rose lake of the 1932 Resources Is
sue, for instance. We have never seen this 
stamp on cover prior to 1934. If it exists we 
would like to see it. Our cover, from Corner 
Brook, has on it 'First Day of Issue' . The two 
slogans mentioned are identified and illustrat
ed. They are completely different. 

If the reviewer had studied the The New
foundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue more 
thoroughly, instead of just nit-picking, he 
surely must agree that this catalogue con
tains a wealth of information on stamp per
forations, varieties and plate numbers. The 
postage meter section is more complete than 

any other to date; the new companies listed 
by us are not found in any earlier literature 
that we have seen. The section on New
foundland Air Mail flights is precise and readi
ly gives the collector the dates needed with
out useless wanderings; in addition, new 
items are listed. The plate number table is as 
complete as possible and by far the most up
to-date issued. 

The table of rates is a boon to postal his
tory buffs. Where else are you going to find 
It? The list of Newfoundland Post Offices 
(from a 1931 book) although not complete is 
a great help to the cancel collector. The post
age paid listings have never been put Into 
catalogue form before now. 

We think our catalogue is a great first ef
fort. We know it is not perfect, but Scott and 
Gibbons have been trying for 1 00 years and 
haven't come close. We would be pleased to 
receive any corrections or new information. 

We think The Newfoundland Specialized 
Stamp Catalogue has been long, long over
due and we are proud to have done it. 

John M. Walsh 
St. John's 

NOTES 
CAPEX TO RUN STAMPEX 

CAPEX (Toronto Association Philatelic 
Exhib itions Inc.) announced today that 
STAMPEX, the major annual exhibition held 
every spring in Toronto, will now be operated 
and controlled by CAPEX. 

The CAPEX organization has staged the 
last three successful international exhibitions 
held In Canada • CAPEX '78, CANADA '82 
and CAPEX '87. 

As the only nationally accredited show 
regularly scheduled in Eastern Canada, 
STAMPEX's importance has been empha
sized by recent changes in the FIP entry rules 
for international exhibitions; it is now manda
tory for a collector who wishes to qualify for 
acceptance at the international level to have 
achieved a certain award at a nationally ac
credited exhibition in his country of residence. 

STAMPEX will have an Executive Com
mittee, a Judging and Exhibits Committee, 
and a Trade Committee to oversee the ex
hibition. A full program of lectures and sam-

inars will be provided each year, covering 
many of the specialties and topics which are 
of current interest to collectors. 

Michael Madesker and Gus Snails, who 
were instrumental in the establishment of 
STAMPEX, and who have organized and 
operated the show for many years, will con
tinue their association at the operational level. 

The 1989 STAMPEX will be held from 
June 23-25 at the Metro Toronto Convention 
Center. 

36~ QUEEN TO BE SCARCE? 

Some collectors have noted that there is a 
real possibility of the recent 36¢ Queen Eliza
beth II definitive stamp becoming a scarce 
item. They note that while Canada Post an
nounced the issue date of the stamp as 
March 3, 1987, it was not issued until Octo
ber 30 of that year. Since the first class dom
estic postal rate changed to 37¢ on January 
1, 1988, the 36¢ Queen could only be used 
to pay that rate for a period of 2 months. 

Collectors also note that no plate corners 
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Featuring: 

The Hamilton Philatelic Society 
invites you to attend 

ROYAL '89 ROYALE 
At the 

HAMIL1DN CONVENTION CENTRE 
Hamiltnn, Ontario 

Friday May 5th from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00p.m. 
Saturday May 6th from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m. 
Sunday May 7th from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. 

• 30 PLUS DFALERS For Inrormation Write: 
• EXH!Bff'S, SEMINARS 
• YOUTH B()(Jl'H 
• CANADA & US. POST 

FROM LONDON 

11 

r HOM UAAN T F0RO 

Admission $2.00 
(Seniors & Children 

under 12 Free) 

HWY. .01 

P.O. BOX 9081 
SfONEY CREEK 
ONTARIO, L8G 3X7 

FROM TORONTO 

NOTE. VISITORS FROM TORONTO AREA: THE GO BUS STOPS RIGHT AT THE CONVENTION CENTRE. 
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Commemorative cover Issued for the opening of Canada's new National Aviation 
Museum 

were Issued, and that quantities of this stamp 
printed and returned to Ottawa for destruction 
have not been released. It is felt that with the 
large number of stamp issues which took 
place shortly after the definitive was finally 
released -Christmas stamps, two Calgary 
Olympic stamps and the Grey Cup issue -
collectors may not have put away large quan
tities of the 36¢ Queen. 

genheim of Switzerland received a Silver at 
FINLANDIA. Our apologies to Max for this 
ommission. 

HARMER'S AUCTIONS 'MERCANTILE 
PAPERS' 

On October 12, 1988 Harmer's of London 
auctioned off, for a total of £16,200 (about 
$35,000CDN), the 'Mercantile Papers', a col-

NATIONAL AVIATION MUSEUM OPENING lection of documents produced during the two 
COVER AVAILABLE year campaign for uniform penny postage 

The limited remaining number of illustrated 
covers commemorating last June's opening of 
Canada's National Aviation Museum have 
been released for sale to the general public. 
Interested readers should send a cheque or 
money order for $10.00 per cover to: 

NAM FIRST DAY COVER 
National Museum of Science and 
Technology 
Communications and Marketing Division 
P.O. Box 9724, Ottawa Terminal 
Ottawa, ON K1G 5A3 

WINNER'S CIRCLE CORRECTION 

which finally achieved success in 1840. The 
only other known sets of the 'Mercantile Pa
pers' are housed in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, the National Postal Museum and 
the British Library, all of which are in London. 

Following publication of Rowland Hill 's 
pamphlet on postal reform In 1837, London 
merchants set up a committee - the Mercan
tile Committee on Postage - to support and 
publicize his ideas. The name of the commit
tee attached itself to the collections of e
phemera which resulted as it went about its 
work. 

The 'Papers', most of which were offered 
as individual lots, included stamp and enve-

An item In NOTES in the September-Oc- lope essays, petitions, notices and posters. 
tober TOPICS noted BNAPSers who had An almost complete set of one of the Mercan
won awards at FINLANDIA in Helsinki. We tile Committee's most successful forms of 
have been informed that member Max Gug- propaganda, their own newspaper, The . Post 
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John Jamieson of Saskatoon Stamp Centre with the 12d pair purchased at the 
Charles Firby auction of the Sam Nickle collection 

Circular, was also among the 'Papers'. At the 
time, newspapers were carried and delivered 
free of charge by the Post Office, though 
each bore a newspaper tax of 1 d. The Post 
Office's attempt to charge postage on the 
The Post Circular rebounded and set the City 
and Parliament laughing at the discomfiture 
of the then Postmaster General, Lord Lich· 
field. 

The set of 'Mercantile Papers' which was 
sold by Harmer's was purchased by the Post
al History Society (of Great Britain) in 1946. 
Difficulties with storage and display led the 
society's Council to a decision to dispose of 
them at auction. Proceeds from the sale will 
be used to add to the scope of their library. 

SAKATOON BUYS 12d BLACK PAIR AT 
FIRBY AUCTION 

At October 29th's Charles Firby auction of 
the Sam Nickle collection, John Jamieson of 
Saskatoon Stamp Centre paid a record price 
of $203,000CDN, including 10% buyer's com
mission, for a mint pair of the famous 12d 
Black, the stamp bearing Queen Victoria's 
image issued in 1851. The pair was pur
chased for a Toronto area collector whose 
identity Jamieson would not reveal. He cred-

its his detailed 'Special Interests Registry' of 
elusive Canadian stamps wanted by his cus
tomers for their collections with helping him 
obtain the order to go after the lot, which is 
one of only three known mint pairs surviving. 
The others are in the National Postal Ar· 
chives of Canada collection and In a private 
American collection. 

A brilliant horizontal pair with a clear and 
sharp impression, rich deep shade, huge 
margins and full sheet margin at the bottom, 
it was last bought at auction in 1968, for 
$39,000US, by Toronto dealers Jim Sissons 
and Bob Lyman. Their plan to break up the 
pair into singles was changed at the last min
ute following a call to prominent Calgary col
lector Sam Nickle, who has owned it ever 
since. (Nickle also owns a copy of the 12d 
Black on cover, but it is not for sale at this 
time.) 

Among other stamps in the Nickle sale 
which brought significant prices (given in US 
dollars and including 1 0% buyer's commis
sion) were the 12d+ 1 Oe compound die proof 
($7,425), an unused copy of the 6d laid paper 
($7,150), and a used 12d Black ($33,000). 

As expected, covers in the Nickle sale 
also did well. A cover carrying six copies of 
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the 6d laid paper brought $13,750, as did a 
cover with a strip of three of the 6d on thick, 
hard paper. A Crimean War rate cover with a 
pair of 3d sold for $7,700. One cover, bearing 
a pair of the 7 Pence and two copies of the 
3d realized $24,750. The 450 lots in the Sam 
Nickle sale realized $903,402.50. 

Immediately afterward, the Rosemary 
Nickle Quebec Tercentenary collection went 

on the block. A complete set of die proofs in 
color of issue brought $9,625, while a set in 
black on smaller cards sold for $5,500. A 1 Oe 
on registered cover to Germany realized 
$5,500. 

The 33 lots of Macdonald-Cartier essays 
were in demand. A complete set of one of 
each sold for $15,400. Total realization in the 
Rosemary Nickle sale was $136,886.75. 

CALENDAR 
CALENDAR lists exhibitions and bourses with significant BNA content, and SNAPS 

Regional Group functions. Information/Prospectus must reach the Editor at least 3 months 
in advance. 

1989 

MARCH 11, OAKVILLE, ONT ARlO - OAKPEX '89, Oakville Stamp Club show and bourse. 
River Oaks Recreation Centre, 2400 Sixth Line. Information: P .0. Box 524,0akville 
ON L6J 584 

MARCH 18·19, TORONTO, ONTARIO • North Toronto Stamp Club show and bourse. North 
Toronto Memorial Gardens, 180 Egllnton Ave. W. Information: M. Cassie, 12 Newing 
Ct., Ajax, ON L 1 S 2T6 

APRIL 29-30, OTTAWA, ONTARIO· ORAPEX '89, A.A. Stamp Club show and bourse. RA 
Center, 2451 Riverside Dr. SNAPS Study Group meetings. Information: D. Lingard, 
2425 Blackstone Cr., Ottawa, ON K1 B 4H3 

MAY 5-7, HAMILTON, ONTARIO · ROYAL '89, national level exhibition, bourse and annual 
convention of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. Hosted by the Hamilton 
Philatelic Society. Hamilton Convention Centre. Information: ROYAL '89, c/o Vernon 
March, 200 Charlotte St., Hamilton, ON L8K 4V6. 

MAY 12·14, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA- STAMP SHOW '89, Winnipeg Philatelic Society show 
and bourse. Marlborough Inn. Information: P.O. Box 1425, Winnipeg MB R3C 2Z1 

JUNE 23-25, EDMONTON, ALBERTA - PIPEX '89, Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs 

X 
show and bourse. RPSC and APS accredited, National level. SNAPS Regional 
Group participation. Coast Terrace Inn. Information: PIPEX '89, Edmonton Stamp 
Club, Attn. D. McKay, P.O. Box 399, Edmonton, AB T5J 2J6 

JUNE 23-25, TORONTO, ONTARIO · STAMPEX '89, exhibition and bourse. Metro Toronto 
Convention Center, Front Street. Information: Stampex '89, P.O. Box 204, Stn. Q, 
Toronto, ON M4T 2M1 

JULY 7-17, PARIS, FRANCE - PHILEXFRANCE '89. FIP sanctioned International Exhibition. 
Exhibition Park of Paris, Porte de Versailles. Canadian Commissioner: J.E. Kraemer, 
17 Commanche Dr., Ottawa, ON K2E 6E8 

1989 OCTOBER 6-8, CALGARY, ALBERTA· CALTAPEX '89, Calgary Philatelic Society 
show and bourse. Marlborough Inn. Information: P.O. Box 1478, Stn. M, Calgary AB 
T2P 2L6 

BNAPEX '89 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, September 22-24, SNAPS' Annual Convention. Sheraton Hamilton. 

Bourse (deposit:$50) and hotel suite reservations are now being accepted. 
Chairman: Mike Street, P.O. Box 7230, Ancaster, ON L9G 3N6 

OCTOBER 4-8, AYR, SCOTLAND ·the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain's annual 
convention. Station Hotel. Information: John Hillson, Westerlea, 5 Annanhill, Annan, 
Dumfrieshire, Scotland DG12 6TN 

1990-1991 

BNAPEX'90:GALVESTON, TX BNAPEX'91:VANCOUVER, BC 
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NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL 
STATIONERY 

Some Additions and Corrections to the Pratt Articles 

by William C. Walton 
Part I 

Fig. 1. Newfoundland Post Card Essay P-Et 

Beginning in the September-October 1984 
BNA TOPICS, Robert H. Pratt published an 
Interesting and frequently informative series 
of six articles on Newfoundland post card 
issues to 1915, including the reply letter card. 

Very little of substance had previously 
been published on this aspect of Newfound
land philately. Indeed, at the 1986 BNAPEX in 
Dearborn, Michigan, Pratt received the Yin· 
cent G. Greene award for an original contri
bution to BNA TOPICS in 1985; this award is 
determined by a survey conducted among all 
elected SNAPS officers, members of the 
Board of Governors and, at that time, the late 
Donor. 

Pratt's research, as he states, was largely 
focussed on "official records which still exist." 
Much of this information had not been made 
available till now, and represents an impor
tant contribution. On the other hand - perhaps 
because of this narrow focus - a close read
ing of the articles shows that basic informa-

tion has been omitted in some instances, 
while in other cases statements presented as 
factual are definitely in error. The background 
of some issues was perhaps presented In too 
limited a context. Finally, there are some 
speculative conclusions which may be open 
to more debate than the text suggests. Since 
BNA TOPICS is so widely disseminated 
among BNA collectors and researchers, and 
tends to become an important part of the 
'permanent record'. it seems worthwhile to 
supplement Pratt's articles and keep that 
record as complete and accurate as our cur
rent state of knowledge allows. 

In the comments which follow, there is 
frequent reference to 'ERPs'. This is common 
(if inelegant) terminology for Earliest Report
ed Postmarks. The Postal Stationery Study 
Group of SNAPS initiated a continuing study 
of BNA postal stationery ERPs in the first 
number of its newsletter (Postal Stationery 
Study Notes, Nov. 1981). Newfoundland ERPs 
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were first published In the May 1982 issue. 
All catalogue number references are from 

Webb's Postal Stationery Catalogue of Cana
da and Newfoundland (Fifth Edition 1988). 

P1 • The 1¢ card of' 1873 (BNA TOPICS 
Vol. 41, No. 5, Whole #403, Sep-Oct 1984) 

Pratt's documentation of the origin of this 
card provides valuable information. His con
clusion that the card was issued the second 
week of March, 1873, seems to be a reason
able working hypothesis. The ERP on PI is at 
present much later (Oct. 27, 1874), but this 
date is of limited value since it is a difficult 
card to locate used in period. 

One curious point in the documentation is 
found in the Postmaster General's letter of 
Feb. 26, 1872, which Pratt quotes. The letter 
refers to "a new system of correspondence 
lately introduced into the post office depart
ments of the United States, Dominion of Can
ada and Great Britain, styled 'Post Cards' ··." 
Britain had indeed introduced a post card in 
1870, and Canada in June 1871 • but the first 
stamped post card issue of the U.S. did not 
occur until May 1873, well over a year past 
the date of the letter. 

The article makes no reference to the 
manner of printing. For the record, observa
tion shows that PI was produced from recess
ed plates ('engraved'). 

The likely number of printings (3), and the 
printing quantities for the first two printings, 
are also new and useful data. Although 
Pratt's third printing is (as he suggests) spec
ulative, there is tentative confirmation of it to 
be found in a study of dated copies. Such a 
study however, also points out an error in the 
article. 

Pratt's detailed description shows "yellow
ish card (first printing)" and "white card (later 
printing)." Aside from begging the question of 
the three printings the article suggests, this 
sequence is unquestionably In error. One 
collection of used examples shows the follow
Ing: 

a) creamy white stock· Oct. '74, Sept. 
'75, June '76; 
b) yellowish stock • July '76, Jan. '77, 
May '78; 
c) very white stock • April '80, and most 
late usages (usually philatelic). 

These date ranges can be seen to corre
spond rather well with the printings Pratt out
lines, including the speculative third and final 
one • 1873, 1876, and 1879 or 1880. 

Finally, Pratt has made an effort to list 
proofs and essays for each issue. Obviously 
no author can be expected to know of all 
such material in his field, since many items 
are unique and not in any permanent record. 
No doubt Pratt chose to list only those items 
with which he was personally familiar. How
ever, it may be worthwhile in a discussion of 
P1 to reference the item (Fig. 1) photograph
ed and listed in Webb as P-E1 (Fourth Edi· 
tion, P. 80; Fifth Edition, p. 128). This ap
pears to have been omitted by oversight. 

P2 • The 2¢ card of 1879 (BNA TOPICS 
Vol. 41, No.5, Whole #403, Sep..Qct 1984) 

Pratt refers to Newfoundland as ''finally 
admitted" into the UPU on January 1, 1879, 
the French objections being "at long last 
overcome." There is a common perception 
that both Newfoundland and Canada (admit· 
ted July 1, 1878) were repeatedly blocked 
from entry into the Postal Union. In fact, nei
ther postal administration was admitted at the 
first (1874) Congress, nor were any other 
imperial possessions or colonies of any of the 
signatory nations. By the second (1878) Con
gress, however • without belaboring the polit· 
ics involved • both Newfoundland and Cana
da were admitted, effective as per the dates 
already cited. Both were thus extremely early 
(though not charter) members. 

The article states that "the standard post 
card rate between UPU countries was 2ct, 
and Newfoundland did not possess such a 
card." While this is true, it implies that as a 
new member, Newfoundland had to play 
'catch-up' in issuing this item. Again, this is a 
common misconception (which also affects 
Canada's first UPU card issued in August 
1879). 

The reduction of the single UPU post card 
rate to 10 French centimes (which was then 
converted into each member's currency) was 
formalized at the 1878 Congress · the same 
one which admitted Newfoundland and Cana
da. 1879 • the year of issue of Newfound
land's (and Canada's) first UPU cards • was 
the first year of issue for any of the new rate 
UPU cards by member nations. 

An ERP of July 26, 1879 has been record
ed for P2. Pratt cites a usage on June 27, 
1879, and confirmation of this would amend 
the ERP. 

As with PI, P2 was printed from recessed 
plates ('engraved'). 
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Pratt's hypothesis of one printing for P2, of 
30,000 or tess, is new and interesting, and 
seems highly probable. He describes this 
stock as white, but it may be worth noting 
that It differs in texture or composition, as well 
as tone, from any of the stocks used for the 
le (PI). This is not too surprising, since the 
larger format of P2 obviously required a plate 
differing In size from the PI plate; American 
Bank Note undoubtedly placed a separate 
order In a different size for P2 card stock, 
always with an eye to minimizing waste. 

SUPPORT YOUR 

REGIONAL GROUP 

DO YOU COLLECT 
POSTAL HISTORY? 

If so, why not drop us a line 
with your needs? 

This Month's Feature 

FLAG 
CANCELS 

0&0 COVERS INC. 
Dept. B 

P.O. Box 1082 
Oakville. Ont. Canada 

L6J 5E9 

We are always in the market 
to purchase quality covers. 

' 'Especially for Specialists'' 
Schiff Auctions ® 

OFFICIAL AUCTION{f8 
WOtiiLD aT.AMP UN ..... 

Unted sa-"*" Ser~• ""'" - 0oc:3.--c--c.... --.oc 
WORLDWIDE STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY 

AN INVITATION TO CONSIGN 
Individual stamps. covers or collections for Public auc· 
tlon or Private Treaty Sale. 

WHAT IS A SCHIFF " ESPECIALLY 
FOR SPECIAliSTS " AUCTION? 
It 's an auction designed with YOU in mind. whether 
your are a buyer or a seller of U.S. or Worldwide 
stamps. 

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHTI 

Contact us first describing your material. Include your 
address and phone numbers. 

H you do not get our catalogues you are missing outl 
Send US$8.50 (US$ t 5.00 overseas) for a year's 
subscriptoo to catalogues and prices realized or send 
USS 1.50 for our next auctoo catalogue and prices 
realized (USS 1.00 catalogue only). 

Catalogues picked up at our office are complimentary. 

$ JACQUES C. SCHIFF, JR., INC. 
195 Main Street 
Ridgefield Park, N.J. 07660 USA 
201 -641-5566 (from NYC 662-2777) 

Licensed & Bonded Auctioneers- Established 1947 
Q~" ~ 

AUCTIOSEER ~ 
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CANAOIAI\ fLLUITBJlTBD 
POSTAL GUIDE: 

by CR. c?V.fc Guire 
BNAPS LIFE MEMBER 

24. INTERNATIONAL REDIRECTED LETTERS 

6. A letter may be redirected from one Postal Union country to another without 
additional charge provided the Postal Union rate has been prepatd thereon. In the case 
of a Registered Letter all charges must be fully prepaid. 

The first example is a cover redirected 
within the country of destination. Mailed from 
Seaforth, Ontario on March 20, 1901 to Corn· 
igliano, Ugure, Italy, it was redirected to Lev
anto on April 2 and arrived there the next 
day, with no extra postage being charged. 

The envelope illustrated at the top of the 
next page was mailed from Edmonton to Ber· 
lin, Germany, via New York, on May 3, 1902. 
Received in Germany on May 24, it was redi· 
rected to Paris, France. (The redirection nota· 

tion, 'Paris', is obscured by the French re· 
ceiver on the face of the cover.) Again, no 
additional charge was made. 

The third example shows that the rule 
applied to letters mailed at the Imperial Pen
ny Postage rate. This envelope, mailed in 
Hamilton, Ontario on June 4, 1903, was ad
dresssed to London, England. It arrived there 
on July 16, and was delivered, returned and 
redirected on the same day. The next day it 
was on the Dublin & Belfast mail train. 
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The last cover, a letter card, presents a bit 
of a mystery. Posted in Clinton, Ontario on 
July 25, 1899, it was received In London, 
Ontario the same day. The carrier mark Indi
cates that It was delivered on the morning of 
the 26th. The next postmark was added In 
Kobe, Japan on November 24, 1900, a full 
year and a half Iaten A transit mark was ap
plied In Yokohama on November 27, it was 
received back in London on December 18, 
1900, and delivered the neX1 morning. 

The card's message confirms that the 

addressee was a missionary. Since it is not 
readdresssed, it may be assumed that it was 
sent under separate cover to the Far East. 
This was unnecessary because it could have 
been readdressed and forwarded if the 3¢ 
postage required to make up the international 
letter rate had been added. It may also be 
assumed that the addressee could not be 
located in Japan since it was reposted there 
for delivery to Canada. It Is interesting that 
neither the necessary Japanese stamps were 
afffixed nor was postage due indicated or 
charged when it arrived back in Canada. 
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Robert A. Lee Philatelist 
Ltd. 

presents 

CANADA and B.N.A. AUCTIONS 

OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN 
SOME 2000 LOTS 

INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: 

ADMIRAL ISSUE 
ADVERTISING COVERS 
AIRMAIL & FLIGHT COVERS 
AIRMAIL STAMPS 
ALBERTA POSTAL HISTORY 
BOOKLETS & BOOKLET PANES 
BRITISH COLUMBIA POSTAL HISTORY 
CENTENNIAL (1967) ISSUE 
CINDERELLA MATERIAL 
OEAO LEnER OfFICE 
DISASTER COVERS 
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS 
EDWARD VII ISSUE 
EXHIBITION & FAIR COVERS 
FANCY. NUMERAL & SPECIALTY CANCELLATIONS 
1859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE 
FIRST DAY COVERS 
FLAG CANCELLATIONS 
FOREIGN COVERS 
FORGERIES 
INTERNATIONAL MACHINE CANCELLATIONS 
JUBILEE ISSUE 
LARGE QUEEN ISSUE 
LEGISLATIVE MARKINGS 
LITERATURE 
MANIT06A POSTAL HISTORY 
MAP ( 1898) ISSUE 
MAPLE LEAF ISSUE 
MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY 
MOON. MOTO & POCON CANCELLATIONS 
NASCOPIE POSTAL HISTORY 
NEW BRUNSWICK POSTAL HISTORY 
NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS 
NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL HISTORY 
NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS 
N W T. POSTAL HISTORY 
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY 

NUMERAL ISSUE 
OFFICIAL STAMPS 
OFFICIALLY SEALED STAMPS 
O.H.M.S. PERFINS 
ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY 
PATRIOTIC COVERS & POSTCARDS 
PENCE ISSUES 
PERFINS (PRIVATE) 
PLATE BLOCKS 
POSTAGE DUE ISSUES 
POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS 
POSTAL STATIONERY 
PRECANCELS 
P E I. POSTAL HISTORY 
PROOFS 
QUEBEC POSTAL HISTORY 
QUEBEC TERCENTENARY 
RAILROAD POST OFFICES 
RATE COVERS 
REGISTERED COVERS 
REGISTRATION STAMPS 
REVENUES 
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS 
SASKATCHEWAN POSTAL HISTORY 
SEMI -OFFICIAL AIRMAILS 
SHIP CANCELLATIONS. MARKINGS & VIEWCARDS 
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 
SMALL QUEEN ISSUE 
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS 
SPECIMEN OVERPRINTS 
SQUARED CIRCLES 
STAMP COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS 
STAMPLESS COVERS 
VARIETIES 
VIEWCARDS 
WAR TAX STAM PS 
YUKON POSTAL HISTORY 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATALOGUE 

PHI LA TEUST LTD 

members A P S . B N A P.S .. C S D A R P S C P T S 

#203 - 1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 5Y2 Phone (604) 861 · 1106 
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THE CENTENNIAL DEFINITIVES 
STUDY GROUP 
EXTRA SPIRE VARIETY 

by Mike Painter 

·------················-··-· · 

Figure 1. The original discovery (arrow upper left). 

Figure 1 shows a startling new variety of 
the 8¢ slate Centennial issue (Scott #544). 
The enlarged portions in Figures 2 and 3 
show the variety compared to a normal 
stamp. This 'extra spire' is far more notice
able than the 'missing spire' variety on the 
1930 stamp (Scott #173i) showing the same 
parliamen1ary library. In fact, at 2 mm long 
and nearly 1/2 mm wide, this mark is more 
extensive than any other Canadian constant 
plate flaw to date. 

The Jacques Cartier 'scarface' variety 
(#208ii) is only about half the size of this flaw. 
It would take at least a couple of dozen tear
drops from the famous 'weeping Princess' 
(#211 i) to cover the same area. There are a 
few lengthier flaws, such as the 'moulting 
wing' on #CSiii, but none that affect such an 

area. Where most constant plate varieties 
require close scrutiny or a magnifying glass 
for identification, this gash on the 8¢ Centen
nial leaps out at the naked eye from three 
feet away. This is no delicate engraver's slip. 
It looks more as if something like a heavy 
screwdriver had been dropped on the printing 
plate! 

As a matter of fact, this 8¢ definitive 
seems to have had a rough time. If you refer 
back to the March/April 1983 BNA TOPICS, 
Douglas Irwin's article, Centennial Definitives 
Study Group, Constant Plate Flaws, illus
trates several other significant constant plate 
flaws on this stamp. There are some thirty 
flaws on it altogether, although many are the 
flyspeck sort, and probably there are more 
yet to be found. Incidentally, for more infor-
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mation on these and other aspects of the 
Centennials you can join a fasdnatlng Study 
Group under Doug Irwin. The address is list
ed with the Study Groups in this Issue. 

The 'extra spire' variety illustrated occurs 
on Scott #544111, which is on fluorescent pa
per, untagged. This identifies it as coming 
from plate 4 of the seven plates used for the 
Be sheet stamps. It was issued with PVA 
gum. The fluorescence is medium (7 on the 
Keane Hughes scale). The paper on the two 
examples I have seen is ribbed vertically. The 
printers, the British American Bank Note 
Company, used Harrison's paper for this 
stamp. This constant plate flaw occurs in the 
top row of the pane, as indicated by selvage 
at the top of both my examples, but the posi
tion has not yet been determined. It must be 
on one of the stamps from one to nine, in
dusive, because there is at least one stamp 
to the right of it (see Figure 1 ). 

The plate 4 stamps were issued in July, 
1972. It seems strange, at first, that so no
ticeable a flaw could escape detection for 
fifteen years. It must be remembered, how
ever, that there were seven plates of the Be, 
not counting the printing of the coil and book
let stamps. Each plate contained six panes of 
100 stamps. Thus the flaw would only ap
pear, on average, once in every 4,200 sheet 
stamps examined. Even that assumes that 
the flaw existed right from the start of the 

Figure 2. The extra spire. 

printing. If the damage to the plate occurred 
part way through the printing run, there might 
only be one 'extra spire' in tens of thousands 
of the stamp. 

I first noticed this mark half a dozen years 
ago. It was one of thousands I'd examined 
while looking for other Be flaws. I set it aside 
as an oddity, but it was so large that I really 
thought it was just a one-time ink splatter. I 
didn't entirely forget it, however, because on 
several occasions I've found that something I 
thought was a single accident turned out to 
be a constant flaw when I'd gone through 
enough stamps. In examining a recent pur
chase of an old Centennial mixture from 
Weeda Stamps Ltd. in Vancouver, I suddenly 
realized that I was looking at a large slate 
mark in about the position I remembered from 
years ago. My first thrill was tempered by the 
fact that I couldn't immediately recall what I'd 
done with the first example. After a short 
search, though, I located the first stamp in a 
block of four mounted on a page with a num
ber of other stamps with ink smears and 
blobs, most of which were obviously just sin
gle accidents. I put the stamps side by side 
and even before getting out the magnifying 
glass I could see that, six years and thou
sands of stamps later, I had a second exam
ple of the flaw. The glass confirmed that the 
stamps were exact In every detail. 

Figure 3. Normal for comparison. 
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My first thought was that there was a pos
sibility that I had lucked onto a couple of ex-
amples of something that occurred on just a 
few consecutive sheets and then disappear
ed. From experience with other Centennial 
flaws, however, I suspected that it was con
stant. A further purchase of a bag of some 
10,000 of the 8¢ from Weeda Stamps Ltd. 
confirmed it. I found two more of the 'extra 
spire' amongst this hoard. Hopefully this ar
ticle will result in someone locating the plate 
position and thus completing the information 
on what Is Indeed one of Canada's most 
soectacular olate flaws. 

GEORGE 
WEGG 

PHILATELIC CONSULTANT 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR 
CHRISTIE'S ROBSON LOWE 
LONDON, ENGLAND 

BOX 68. STATION 0 
TORONTO, CANADA 

M4T 2l7 
(416) 489·4683 

MORE SKETCHes of BNAPSers 
by Dr. R.V.C. Carr 

SKETCH No. 227 

Jerome C. Jarnick 
Inserted In the next Issue of TOPICS you 

will find the Index of all articles which appear
ed In our journal in 1988. Did you ever stop 
to think how much work goes into something 
like that? The subject of this Sketch did • and 
still volunteered to prepare them! 

Jerome C. Jarnick, known to all as Jerry, 
was born in Wisconsin. He became interested 
In stamp collecting while he was In high 
school, when the United States issued a 
stamp for the centenary of Wisconsin state
hood in 1948. 

Jerry first joined SNAPS In 1955 while in 
the US Air Force. Collecting was scaled back 
dramatically In 1966 after marriage and a 
posting to US Air Force Headquarters In Eu
rope. Four years in Germany was followed by 
a tour in Vietnam. After returning to the Unit· 
ed States he began collecting again, concen
trating on British North America. He rejoined 
SNAPS in 1972. 

A start at building a working library of BNA 
philatelic literature soon became his major 
Interest. The original five foot shelf has grown 
to 65 feet of books and a vertical file of over 
1100 clippings and miscellaneous items. Re
cently Jerry became interested in Canadian 
presentation booklets, which Canada Post 
presents to platform guests at stamp launch
es, and he has been trying to acquire them 
as they become available. 

In 1980 he volunteered to do the annual 
index for BNA TOPICS, and he has been at it 
ever since. (I know how much our Editor, In 
particular. appreciates this help.) In 1986 
Jerry also served on the organizing commit· 
tee of the very successful BNAPEX at Dear
born. 

Jerry retired from the Air Force in 1975. 
Currently he Is a Senior Systems Analyst for 
Financial Applications at Erb lumber Co., a 
Midwestern wholesale/retail lumber and build
ing products distributor based in Birmingham, 
Michigan. We wish him luck In finding litera
ture and presentation booklets, and look for
ward to each future annual index as it comes 
out. 

ARE YOU GOING TO HAMIL TON? 
BNAPEX '89 

SEPTEMBER 22-24 
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AN EARLY 3¢ SMALL QUEEN 
COVER II 

by George B. Arfken 
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(irst day cover , very cood ... . ... ,_ ........... ... PIIOTO (37b) E$200+ 

In September 1981 this writer published 
an illustration and a description of a 3e Small 
Queen cover dated January 17, 1870 (1]. 
This cover had been described by Stanley 
Gibbons, New York (Simpson Small Queen 
Auction) with the words "The earliest known 
usage of the 3e Indian red." The 1981 article 
was a challenge and a plea for information 
about earlier 3e Small Queen covers. 

There were a few replies. H.E. and H.W. 
Duckworth called attention to a claim by W.P. 
Carter for a cover dated January 13, 1870 
(2], (3]. Unfortunately there was no real evi
dence, only unsupported claims. Setting a
side any questions of the integrity and sanity 
of the claimant, there are at least two good 
reasons for demanding hard evidence such 
as a photograph of the cover front and at 
least a description of the cover back. 

First, the partial impression of an eight in 
the cds could easily be read as a three, es
pecially if the viewer wanted it to be a three 
and believed it to be a three. "Believing is 
seeing," is a powerful influence. 

Second, Carter made no mention of any 
backstamps. As an illustration of the problem 
here, this writer has a cover with a 1 e Small 
Queen and a 2e Large Queen with a clear, 
distinct ORONO, U.C., JA 6 1870 cds. 1870! 
If the two existing backstamps were acciden
tally torn off or somehow became illegible, 
this cover would be documentary proof that 
the 1 e Small Queen was used in early Janu
ary 1870, over two months earlier than the 
March 10 accepted date of earliest usage (4]. 
However the two backstamps exist, and both 
clearly say 1871. The Orono postmaster sim-

ply neglected to reset the year date on his 
circular date stamp. 

Recently this writer found hard evidence 
for Carter's claim In a 1969 J.N. Slssons cat
alogue (5]. The accompanying figure shows 
Sissons' illustration of the elusive January 13, 
1870 3e Small Queen cover. The lot descrip
tion reads: "313, copper red, deep shade, tied 
to cover with Goderlch JA 13 '70 2-ring "21" 
to Toronto b/s Toronto JA 14 '70 • earliest 
reported date, possibly a first day cover, very 
good." Sissons' estimate for the cover was 
$200+. The price realized was $110. 

Sissons' old catalogue provides appropri
ate evidence: a photograph of the cover front, 
a description of the backstamps. W.P. Car
ter's claim is confirmed. His January 13, 1870 
3e Small Queen cover is indeed an early 3¢ 
Small Queen cover and, most probably, the 
earliest. 

The present ownership and whereabouts 
of the cover are not known. 
(1) An Early 3¢ Small Queen Cover, George 
Arfken, BNA TOPICS, vol.38, p.19, Sept.-Oct. 
1981. 
(2) Early Use of the 3¢ Small Queen, H.E. 
Duckworth, H.W. Duckworth, BNA TOPICS, 
vol.39, p.7, Jan.-Feb. 1982. 
[3] Canada Small Cents Issue, W.P. Carter, 
Maple Leaves vol.9, p.140, Dec. 1962. Also 
vol.9, p.208, June 1963. 
(4) The Large Queen Stamps of Canada and 
their Use 1868 • 1872, H.E. and H.W. Duck
worth (1986), p.33. 
(5) J.N. Sissons. Summer 1969 Sale. Sale 
Nos. 283-284, Thursday, July 10th, 1969. Lot 
313. 
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A STUDY OF THE 
TELEGRAPH COVERS OF CANADA 

by Wilmer C. Rockett, OTB and Leo J. LaFrance, OTB 

DOMINION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
(Continued) 

In addition to the apparent addition of the 
Montreal Telegraph Company to the organi
zation, this telegram seems to indicate that by 
1882 part or all of the Dominion Telegraph 
lines were operated by the Great North West-

ern Telegraph Company. Note that the tele
gram of 1881, Type XIV (BNA TOPICS, July· 
August 1988, P. 45} indicated that the lines 
were then leased to the American Union Tel
egraph Co. 

ARE YOU GOING TO HAMIL TON? 
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IS COMING! 

SEPTEMBER 22-24, 1989 
(Friday, Saturday & Sunday) 

at the 

SHERATON HOTEL 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO 

• LARGE BOURSE - tables still available 

• MAJOR EXHIBITION - many more frames than in '87 or '88 

• STUDY GROUPS - room for all groups to meet if they wish 

• BNAPSers - lots of great people 

• NEW HOTEL - in a major shopping complex 

• DIRECT PUBLIC transportation from Toronto 
International airport 

The Committee is working to arrange the following events and tours: 
- NIAGARA FALLS and Niagara-on-the-lake (by day) 
- Dundurn CASTLE, 19th Century home of Prime Minister Sir Allan McNab 
- Niagara Peninsula WINERY (evening reception and tour) 
- Royal BOTANICAL Gardens 
- Niagara Falls BY NIGHT 
- Ancaster OLD MILL (1792) Restaurant (Dutch Treat lunch) 

Information: 
Mike Street, Chairman, BNAPEX '89, P.O. Box 7230, Ancaster, ON L9G 3N6 

STEEL YOURSELF FOR HAMIL TON! 
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The Study Group 
CENTERLINE 

by Frank Waite 
STUDY GROUP COORDINATOR: Jonathan C. Johnson, P.O. Box 6118, Calgary, A8 T2P 2C7 
STUDY GROUP REPORTER: Frank Waite, 110 E. McMillan St., Newberry, Ml 49868 

BNA PERANS: Michael Hargraft, Trinity College School (S1aff), Port Hope, ON L1A 3W2 
CENTENNIAL DEANmVES: D. Irwin, 2250 Lawrence Ave. E., #406, Scarborough, ON Mt P 2P9 
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS OF BNA: Robert A. Lee, Box 937, Vernon, BC V1T 6N8 
FANCY CANCELS: Dave Lacelle, 369 Fullerton Ave., Ottawa, ON K1 K 1 K1 
FLAG CANCELS: Robert Heasman, 8 Wandering Rill, Irvine, CA 92715 
CANADIAN KLUSSENDORF STUDY GROUP: Allan Steinhart, Apt. 1910, 45 Dunfield Ave., 

Toronto, ON, M4S 2H3 
MAP STAMP: W.L Bradley, P.O. Box 6, Honey Harbour, ON POE 1EO 
MILITARY MAIL: Ken Ellison, R.R. #1, Oyama, BC VOH 1WO 
NEWFOUNDLAND: C.A. StiHions, 5031 Eskridge Terrace, N.W., Washington, DC 20016 
POSTAGE DUES: Calvin Cole, 3839 Ezie St., San Jose, CA 95111 
POSTAL STATIONERY: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pinawa, MB ROE 1LO 
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND: James C. Lehr, 2918 Cheshire Rd., Wilmington, DE 19810 
RE-ENTRIES: Ralph E. Trimble, P.O. Box 532, Stn. A. Scarborough, ON M1 K 5C3 
REVENUES: Wilmer C. Rockett, 2030 Overlook Ave., Willowgrove, PA 19090 
ROLLER CANCELS: Robert A. Lee, P.O. Box 937, Vernon, BC V1T 6N8 
R.P.O.'s: W.G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, BC V8M 3A7 
SEMK>FACIAL AIRMAILS: Robert Marcelo, P.O. Box 961, Boston, MA 02103 
SLOGAN CANCELS: Jeff Switt, 3962 Belford, Fort Worth, TX 76103 
SMALL QUEENS: Bill Burden, P.O. Box 152, Truro, NS B2N 5C1 
SQUARED CIRCLES: Gary D. Arnold, 10533 Countryside Or., Grand Ledge, Ml48837 
TRANSATLANTIC MAIL: Or. J. Arnell, Box HM 1263, Hamilton, Bermuda 
1972·78 DEANmVES & LANDSCAPES: O.J. Moore, Box 29, Aylesford, NS BOP 1CO 

NEW GROUPS FORMING 

GEORGE VI RATES: Dave Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, OakviUe, ON L6J 5E9 

ON THE FRINGES 

Alas, while it will be passe when you read 
this, as I write my B.C. Lions have just lost 
the Grey Cup. I am heartened however, by a 
wealth of Interesting newsletters. 

The Centennial newsletter Editor, Doug 
Irwin, discusses the find of 6¢ Orange tagged 
Hibrites. After examining mint and used cop· 
ies submitted to him, he suggests a 'buyer 
beware' policy. Vaughn MacPherson sent in 
two photocopies of misperforated Centanni· 
als. The Canadian Philatelist is the source of 
an Interesting article, canada's Test Coils of 
the 1960s, by E.R. Toop. 

Bob Lee, Duplex Editor, has a newsletter 
of only three pages. I think he Is feeling re· 
morse for the acres of trees that have had to 
be sacrificed for some of his monster news· 
letters. Jim Karr has agreed to be Chairman 
of the Duplex group. Good for you Jim. The 
newsletter gives a financial report, and lists 

corrections to the catalog. Chris McGregor 
has come up with rarity factors for B.C. du· 
plexes. The RF ranges from 1, most-com· 
mon, to 10, the rarest. Bob requests Input 
from the members in an endeavor to assign 
RFs to duplexes of the other provinces. 13 
new duplexes are listed. The 2nd annual sup· 
plement to the catalog Is scheduled for re· 
lease on 1·1·'89. Prices for this series are 
appended. 

T.E. Almond, Editor of the Flag Pole, re· 
ports that David Sessions, Jim Mclaren and 
he attended the CPS of GB convention at 
Southampton, England. David gave a fine 
lecture on Flag cancellations. John G. Rob· 
ertson sent in two photocopies of cards with 
purple Royal Train cancels. Dan Rosenblat 
submitted a fine article, Cross Referenced 
Usages of Enlist Now Flags 8, K and L, with 
comprehensive listings, done with the detail· 
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ed style we have come to expect from him. 
Doug Ungard has an illustrated article, Thank 
You Mr. Pike, in the newsletter. This Is a fine 
and detailed contribution. It includes an up
dated list of the 1917, '18 and '19 flag can
cels. 

The newsletters of the Military group, 
Editor Ken Ellison, are always Interesting. 
Ritch Toop has consented to serve as Chair
man of the group until next year's election at 
Hamilton. Colin Pomfret requests the mean· 
ing of a cancel on a censored cover he pic· 
tures. It is an Indian cancellation familiar to 
me, but I can't recall its significance • exas· 
perating. Michael Dobbs adds a correction to 
a previous article by Bill Bailey. The bulk of 
the newsletter consists of the first part of 
Dave Haines', Camp Borden Post Cards. 
History, as well as postcards, sneaks into this 
fine, well illustrated composition. 

The Newfie Newsletter, Editor C.A. Stil· 
lions, presents a financial report. It also dis· 
cusses BNAPEX '88 at which four group 
members exhibited successfully. Floyd Day's 
solution (Sept. 1947 TOPICS) of the strange 
numbers on the sheets of Newfoundland 
Scott #252, 267 & C19 is reprinted. The fea
ture of the newsletter is a report of a New 
York auction. Art school apprentices of the 
American Bank Note Co. ~n the 1890s) took 
prints from plates, cut them up and mounted 
them in various compositions. The two vol· 
umes of these sold for $132,000. Three of 
the compositions are pictured. 

The Perforator has a new look. New Per
fin Editor Michael Behm has issued a nicely 
printed newsletter. It even has headlines. The 
contribution of retiring Editor Jim Catterick is 
acknowledged. Illustrated is a Gutta Percha 
perfin on the $1 Parliament stamp. An article, 
with pictures, on the Mutual Ufe perfin (by 
Michael Behm?) traces both the perforator 
and the use of this perfin. Reprinted from the 
PHSC Journal is an article by G. Douglas 
Murray on the PEl perfin and its perforator. A 
stamp with an odd pattern is portrayed. This 
is discussed with a degree of skepticism as to 
Its authenticity as a perfin. A block of six of 
the 50¢ Grand Pre is pictured. This is excep· 
tional as it shows all five dies of the Legisla· 
tive Assembly machine. The newsletter con· 
tinues with Part 4 of Mike Hargraft's, Perfins 
of the 1980s. As they say, "Mike, you done 
good." 

Editor Robert Lemire of the Postal Sta· 
tionery group reports on BNAPEX'88 in his 

newsletter. Earle Covert discovered another 
faked copy of Newfoundland PS. Its short· 
comings are pointed out. This is the second 
faked copy to appear. Mike Sagar has found 
a German language CPR statement of earn
Ings and expenses card. Bill Walton contin
ues his reviews of older literature with a re
view of The Postage Stamps, Envelopes, 
Wrappers and Post Cards of the North Amer
Ican Colonies of Great Britain, from The Phil
atelic Society, London-1 889. Earle Covert 
and Bill Walton list corrections to the 5th Edi· 
tion of Webb's Postal Stationery Catalog. 
John Aitken, author of The Mimeo Rouletted 
Cards 1932-1960, presents the results of his 
own research from his collection and those of 
Bob Furneaux and Dick Staecker. Robert 
Lemire reports further on Webb P104g • A 
Minor Difference in 3-0n Sheets. Bill Walton 
continues Puzzles in Canadian Stationery, 
with Puzzle #3, The 1899 Revalued Enve
lopes (EN-14,15) and Letter cards (L9,10), 
and Puzzle #4, Webb P66p, 1¢ Green, Type 
7(Bilingual) Heading Mlmeo Rouletted. Com
ments by Bill Walton and Robert Lemire on 
the Jubilee postcard resulted when Bill Gros
nick noticed variations which indicated the 
cards were printed in two passes. A few ERP 
updates are listed from Horace Harrison, 
Robert Lemire and Bill Walton. The newslet
ter concludes with Additions to the Canadian 
Precancelled Postal Stationery Envelopes 
Used During the Reigns of Geo. V and Geo. 
VI by George Manley. 

Bill Robinson, Editor for the Railroaders, 
reports on BNAPEX'88. Many members at· 
tended and several were well rewarded for 
their exhibits. The Padflc Northwest Regional 
Group will have a meeting at the Everett-Pac· 
ific Hotel, Everett, WA on March 11 & 12, '89. 
All BNAPSers are welcome. We are indebted 
to Don Wilson for Vessels in Newfoundland 
Gulf and Coastal Service, a Chronological 
List, 1898 to 1987 • Part I. This detailed list 
provides extremely interesting information. An 
article from Toronto's Financial Post reveals 
the resentment of the P.E. Islanders as their 
railway is being phased out. Ed Maloney pro
vides part one of Schedule of Mail Trains, 
Water Services & Highway Services, St. 
Johns' District, Newfoundland, Fall 1961. 
Jerry Carr sent in an excerpt from the Wall 
Street Journal of 2·25·88 concerning the pro
posed sale, by the CNR, of the 163 mile rail 
line to Portland, Maine. 

Robert Marcello, Editor of the Semi-Offi-
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cial Airmail group, castigates Scott officials 
for their pricing policy In their '89 catalog. He 
presents a list of gross errors in the semi· 
official airmail section of the Scott Specialized 
Catalog of Canadian Stamps that has been 
sent to the publishers. Comments were re· 
ceived, in response to the questionnaire, from 
Joseph Berkovits, Basil Burrell, Donald Cox, 
Murray Heifetz, Maurice Hewitt, Bob Jamie
son, John Jamieson, Frank Kendale, Dick 
Malott, Jim Miller, Mike Painter, Haughton 
Sanguinetti, Gordon Waldie and Dave York. 
The consensus • while some Individual de· 
sires are noted, the members feel the great· 
est need Is for an accurate and detailed cata· 
log. It is even suggested that the group com· 
pile the catalog themselves • a fine and wor
thy goal. Ed Christman contributes photocop· 
les of the front and back of a Patricia Airways 
cover. He asks for comments on the mark· 
lngs. 

Gary Arnold, Squared Circle Editor, de
cries a lack of material and proceeds to issue 
two newsletters. Ted Kerzner has contributed 
photocopies of Coleman, Montreal and Rod· 
ney squared circles on cover. There is also a 
lovely Sutton cover Illustrated. The bulk of the 
newsletters consists of updates, time marks, 
etc. These come from Jerry Carr, Frank 
Hoytes, Jim Miller, Geoff Newman, Jim Fel· 
ton, Dave Mayerovitch, Jack Gordon, Ted 
Kerzner, Wilt Anthony, Jack Benningen and 
various auction catalogs. Five corrections to 
the handbook are listed. 

Jack Arnell, Editor for the Transatlantic 
group, provides fascinating newsletters. 
Translation of the markings on these covers 
demands the finest detective work and a 
great deal of expertise. Four examples are 
presented. One, a letter to France pictured In 
the last newsletter, is Interpreted by Maggie 
Toms. Two letters courtesy of James van der 
Unden are pictured. One, from Preston, U.C. 
to Wurtemburg, involved five different curran· 
cles. The second went from Montreal to Bel· 
glum via London. AI Steinhart contributes the 
last, a money letter from Niagara to New 
York. The enclosure concems freight charges 
on letters and newspapers. The interpretation 
of the routes, steamers and various charges 
on these letters takes a fantastic amount of 
knowledge and perseverance. Jack con· 
eludes with a letter which expresses the e
conomic Importance of obtaining the earliest 
spring shipments in those days. 

STOP THE PRESS!!! We have another 

study group! As a result of conversations at 
the convention in Virginia Beach, the SNAPS 
Canadian Kluasendorf Study Group has not 
only started, they have actually issued their 
first newslet1er, The Klussendorferl Gray 
Scrimgeour is the Editor. 

In a letter to prospective members, Co· 
ordinator Allan Steinhart Indicated that the 
purpose of the group is to • ... study the Klus
sendorf cancellations being used in Canada, 
share Information about them, and record 
periods of use, time marks, errors, etc. while 
they are still current. We will also pursue 
background information about the machine, 
such as serial numbers, and any other rele
vant information about their uses and the 
cancellations produced by them. • 

The group plans four Issues per year of 
The Klussendorfer. Dues have not yet been 
set. The SNAPS Klussendorf Study group's 
activities will not compete with those of the 
Postal History Society of CAnada's group. It 
was decided to form a separate group to ac
commodate the many BNAPSers interested 
in these cancels who do not belong to the 
PHSC, and also to help share the workload 
involved. 

I've received a letter from Dan Rosenblat 
in which he promotes the desirability of ob
taining complete files, each year, of all the 
newsletters of all the groups. He feels this 
would be valuable to members and especially 
to dealers. The cost would be borne by the 
recipient. This sounds expensive. It might be 
just as cheap to join all groups. A Board de
cision would be necessary - of course he 
could opt for my job. In any case, enough for 
now. JOIN A STUDY GROUP! 

World's only 
"KWIK SORT" 
STAMP PINDER handbook 

all stamps up to l.. 9 a a 
CANADA & USA 
with lay-flat bindinq 

LOCATES SCOTT I' s QUICKLY 
BY DENOMINATION 

Satisfaction quaranteed 
$3.95 at your DIALERS. 

or add $1.00 postaqe froa 
lvit Sort Products 

50 Miss.Vly. Unit 9168 
Hlsslssauqa,Ont.Can.LSA 3S2 
lwrltt for ro•r Pill 1917 rs a•ppltllltl 
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THE INTRODUCTION OF RURAL 
MAIL DELIVERY SERVICE IN 

CANADA 
by Thomas A. Hillman 

National Archives of Canada 

Editor's Note: The following article, which will be serialized In five parts, is the full text of 
a presentation given at the BNAPS convention in Charlottetown in September, 1987. 

Part I 

The year 1988 marked the 80th anniver
sary of the introduction of Rural Mail Delivery 
in Canada. In this article I will deSCI'ibe how 
rural mail delivery service came about, add 
some remarks about the service itself and 
some of the equipment introduced over time, 
and conclude with some comments about the 
service to-day and Its future. 

In 1901 Canada's population stood at 5.3 
million, with 3.3 million reported as rural. By 
the next available census, in 1911, the total 
population was 7.2 million, with a rural popu
lation of 3.9 million. The years prior to the 
First World War were a time of great immi
gration to Canada, particularly to the Prairie 
Provinces. It was not until the census of 1921 
that the country's urban population outnum
bered the rural. The First World War played a 
significant part in that shift - many soldiers did 
not return, and many others found that the 
rigours of rural life were not nearly as attrac
tive as the higher paying industrialized urban 
life. Further, following the War Immigration 
had been severely restricted; what little there 
was tended to remain in the urban centres. 

Prior to the introduction of rural mail deliv
ery service, Inhabitants of rural areas had to 
make trips to the nearest post office to pick 
up their mail. Those trips may have been 
every day, every other day, once a week, or 
every other week, depending on the distance 
from the post office, availability of transporta
tion and road conditions, the desire to stay in 
touch, and the need to have mail. 

For many, picking up the mail would be 
part of a regular routine of going to town to 
sell produce at the market, and at the general 
store buy goods not available on the farm, 
picking up the mail while there. Afterwards 
the men might stop off for a pint or two, while 
wives and children waited outside In the wag
on or visted the soda fountain. Such regular 

trips to town were an opportunity not only for 
socializing and gossiping, but also helped to 
keep the wheels of commerce turning. 

Rural Free Delivery (RFD), as It was call
ed In the United States, was introduced there 
in 1896. Uke the cautious nation we were 
(and are), a wait-and-see attitude was adopt
ed before any similar action was taken in 
Canada. As early as January 1901 the Post 
Office Department was Investigating the 
workings of the RFD system in the United 
States. The Toronto Globe reported that 
George Ross (Fig. 1 ), then Assistant Post
master at Toronto, had been in Washington 
and Maryland as the personal representative 

Fig. 1. George Ross (Canadian Courier, 
Vo/.4, No.18, 3 October 1908, p.tO). 
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of the Postmaster-General of Canada to ex
amine the AFD system there. The Globe 
stated that Ross believed the system of free 
delivery of mall could be successfully estab· 
lished in many rural districts of the Dominion. 
(1) 

In February 1901, on the heels of the 
Globe story, when asked In the House of 
Commons what he intended to do for the 
farmers in the way of rural mail delivery, the 
Postmaster General, William Mulock, replied 
that he had not yet received a report from 
Ross but rural mail delivery • ... could only be 
enter~ upon after the most careful consider· 
ation." In the same debate Mr. Jabal Robin· 
son Independent member for Elgin West, in 
Ont~rio, told the Postmaster General, "There 
Is nothing you can do more calculated to 
keep the boys and the old men on the farm 
and make them love the farm as to give them 
a rural free mall delivery. • (2) 

Two early editorials, in 1902, In the Toron
to Globe and the Stratford Evening Herald, 
Indicated that the • ... arguments In favour are 
strong• and that the Postmaster General 
• ... need not be discouraged from trying rural 
free delivery In suitable localities." (3) In de· 
bating the subject In 1903, Postmaster Gen
eral Mulock was unable to reach a conclusion 
In favour of establishing the service and pre· 
ferred to study the United States system for a 
little longer. Later, in October of 1903, he was 
more definite when he said in the House that 
the country could not support such a service 
because it was too sparsely populated and 
the service would be too costly. (4) 

In 1904, in the House of Commons, Mu· 
lock made it clear that he felt that • ... the Un· 
ited States people were rather dragooned into 
the establishment of rural mail delivery and it 
has raised very serious problems in the Unit· 
ed States. I venture to say that In the very 
near future there will be a feeling In the Unit· 
ed States that they were rather rash in rush· 
ing into that system.· 

Mulock was also of the opinion that Cana· 
da was not • ... ripe for the establishment of 
rural mail delivery at the present time ... " Cit· 
ing a cost of possibly $25 million within a few 
years, Mulock called the figures "alarming 
and disturbing." (5) In March 1905, when the 
subject was again raised in the House of 
Commons, during a spirited debate, Mulock 
called the rural free delivery system " ... one of 
the wildest schemes the United States ever 
embarked on" and continued to reject the 

Fig. 2. William Smith (National Archives 
of Canada, C-52214). 

Idea as too costly. (6) 
Mulock was no doubt advised and guided 

by a report prepared by George Ross, now 
the Chief Post Office Superintendent, and 
William Smith (Fig. 2), the Secretary of the 
Post Office Department, and later Assistant 
Keeper of Records at the Public Archives of 
Canada and author of The History of the Post 
Office in British North America Smith and 
Ross had travelled to Washington to question 
United States postal authorities and to exam· 
ine the rural free delivery system first hand. 

In their report Smith and Ross observed 
that while it was easy to exaggerate the mer
its of rural free delivery, the service did bring 
• ... the post office directly to the door of a 
great mass of people in settled rural districts," 
and while • ... the great bulk of the letters 
which are delivered In farming communities 
are of a social nature, or if they relate to mat· 
ters of business they are seldom of urgen
oy ... the real Indisputable advantage of th? 
rural free delivery service lies In the means II 
provides for a farmer to get his newspapers 
daily." 

Smith and Ross then tempered their en· 
thusiasm by wondering if • ... the public gain 
from providing the rural classes with the 
means of regular receipt of their newspapers, 
is great enough to justify the immense ex· 
pense." They concluded that the time had 
not yet arrived for the Post Office Department 
to enter upon a rural free delivery service. (7) 
This was a change of mind for Ross who in 
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1901, as noted above, believed that the rural 
mail system could be successfully established 
in Canada. 

References: 

1. Toronto Globe, 26 January 1901, p.24. 
2. Canada. House of Commons. Debates, 26 
February 1901, pp.482-484. 
3. Toronto Globe, 8 August 1902, p.4; Strat
ford Evening Herald, 13 January 1902, p.2. 

4. Canada. House of Commons. Debates, 23 
March 1903, p.286; 7 July 1903, p.6137; and 
13 October 1903, pp.13805-13807. 
5. Canada House of Commons. Debates, 28 
June 1904, pp.5750-5752. 
6. Canada. House of Commons. Debates, 6 
March 1905, pp.2068-2098. 
7. Canada. House of Commons. Sessional 
Papers, 1906, Vol. 14, Sessional Paper No. 
88,8 pp. 
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~t.Jl~ -------------
(~The RPO Cowcatcher 

l . 

Lewis M. Ludlow, OTB 
5001 - 102 Lane N.E. 

Kirkland , Washington 98033 

As previously noted In the Cowcatcher, 
your columnist was invited to make a presen
tation on Canadian RPOs to the Mobile Post 
Office Society, the association primarily con
cerned with American RPO and other mobile 
postmarks, at their annual meeting at BAL· 
PEX in September, 1987. For this talk we put 
together a presentation of approximately 100 
slides, covering the entire period of railway 
markings in Canada and Newfoundland from 
1853 to 1971. In the process we illustrated 
the development and progress of RPOs, from 
the Provincial 'cartwheels', to the normal 
types of early Dominion strikes, right on 
through examples of the 20th Century. Also 
Included are numerous Illustrations of special
Ized railway markings, such as steamers, 
ticket stamps, registered, clerk strikes and 
even a crown seal RPO properly used on a 
damaged registered cover. To round things 
out, there is a history of the development of 
Candian RPO literature, from Jarret In 1926 
right up to the present. 

Having gone to the trouble of preparing 
this slide presentation, we naturally want to 
continue to put it to good use. A complete set 
of the 100 slides has been donated to the 
RPO Study Group; it is now being held by Bill 
Robinson in Vancouver. If any Regional 
Group, Stamp Club or other philatelic organi-

zatlon would like to have this talk presented, 
you can contact either your columnist or Bill 
and we will make every effort to arrange 
such. If both of us are unavailable on your 
requested date, we have prepared for such 
an eventuality; Bill also has a 60 minute au
dio tape of this talk which will be made avail
able to requesting organizations. All that is 
needed to put on the talk Is a Kodak Carou
sel Projector and an audio tape player. 

At BNAPEX '88 at Virginia Beach, this 
presentation was given at the RPO Study 
Group meeting and was very well received. 
At the request of Don Wilson, the talk was 
given again In November, to the St. John's 
Philatelic Society. With 37 in attendance, 
including two former Newfoundland Railway 
Mall Clerks, after a one hour presentation at 
least another hour was given over to ques
tions from the floor. It is probable that we will 
pick up several new members for SNAPS 
from the St. John's Society. 

We already have invitations to talk to the 
Prairie Beavers, our Texas Regional Group, 
in March, and to the Golden Horseshoe Re
gional Group In June. We hope that any oth· 
ers who might be Interested will not hesitate 
to contact either Bill or myself. We welcome 
the opportunity to come and spread the joy of 
RPOs!l! 
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CANADA-NEWFOUNDLAND 
QUARTERLY PUBLIC AUCTIONS 

O F SPECIALIZED ITEMS 

Hundreds of collectors bid in our quarterly public auctions. Our 
carefully prepared and profusely illustrated catalogues offer a regular 
source of outstanding material to British North America specialists. 
Send in $15.00 today for a subscription to our next four catalogues 
and prices realized. 

!i!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CONSIGNMENTS WANTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND AND PROVINCES 

We offer a simplified service to make the disposal of your stamps 
an easy, pleasurable experience. Low commission rates and cash 
advances are available for better properties. Outright purchase can be 
arranged if you prefer. We are willing to travel to view larger holdings. 

If you are not familiar with our operation, we put out a carefully 
produced catalogue to secure maximum realizations of your material. 
We have an international mailing list of active buyers. A copy of the 
catalogue with prices realized from our previous sale is available free 
on request to interested consignors. 

We are now accepting material for our next auction. Please write 
or telephone me - Gary Lyon (506-546-6363) today for further details. 

, - -- - ---EASTERN AUCTIONSLTD.- - - --><-1 

l P.O. BOX 150, BATHURST, N.B. CANADA ElA 3Zl I 

1

1 

0 Please send complimentary Catalogue : 
0 $15.00 Enclosed lor Subscription Fee 

I 0 Please send previous Catalogue and Prioes realized as I am interested in selling I 
1 Name I 
I Address 1 
L-- -- - · - ---------------_______ _j 
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1988 BNAPS ANNUAL REPORT 
MINUTES OF THE 40th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF 

THE BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY LTD. 
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 

a.m., September 10, 1988, by the President, 
Ed Harris, at the Virginia Beach Convention 
Center, Virginia Beach, Virginia. 

A moment of silence was observed follow
ing reading of the names of the members 
who had died since the last annual meeting. 

It was moved by William Rockett that the 
reading of the minutes of the 1987 Annual 
Meeting be dispensed with, and that the 
minutes be approved as printed in BNA 
TOPICS; seconded by Jim Lehr. CARRIED. 

The President's Report was read and its 
acceptance moved by Ed Harris, seconded 
by Horace Harrison. CARRIED. 

The Chairman of the Board of Directors, 
Allan Steinhart, read his report and moved its 
acceptance. He announced that, in accord
ance with the new soclety Constitution, he 
was resigning as Chairman of the Board of 
Directors and Chairman of the Ethics Com
mittee at the end of 1988. Seconded by Bill 
Pawluk. CARRIED. 

The Secretary's report was read by Earle 
L. Covert. He moved Its acceptance, second
ed by Lewis Ludlow. CARRIED. 

The Treasurer's Report was read by How
ard Twitchell. He moved its acceptance, sec
onded by Clint Phillips. CARRIED. 

The Co-ordinator of Regional Groups, Dr. 
Robert V. C. Carr, read his report and moved 
its acceptance, seconded by Don Fraser. 
CARRIED. 

The report of the Study Group Co-ordina
tor, Jon Johnson, was read by Bill Robinson, 
who moved its acceptance, seconded by Ed 
Whiting. CARRIED. 

The Chairman of the Handbook Commit
tee, AI Steinhart, read his report and moved 
its acceptance, seconded by Paul Burega. 
CARRIED. 

The Book Department report from Dave 
Clare was read by Don Kaye. He moved ac
ceptance of the report, seconded by Paul 
Burega. CARRIED. 

The Chairman of the Editorial Board, Clar
ence Stillions, read his report. He announced 
his resignation as soon as a replacement can 
be found, and moved acceptance of his re
port, seconded by Michae l Dicketts. 
CARRIED. 

The Editor of BNA TOPICS, Mike Street, 
read his report. He moved its acceptance, 
seconded by Bill Walton. CARRIED. 

The BNA TOPICS Advertising Manager's 
report, by Bob Lee, was read by Ed Whiting, 
who moved its acceptance, seconded by 
Ritch Toop. CARRIED. 

Paul Burega, Circulation Manager for BNA 
TOPICS, read his report and moved accept
ance, seconded by Nick Sheklian. CARRIED. 

The report of C.R. McGuire, the Conven
tion Co-ordinator, was read by Ed Harris who 
moved acceptance, seconded by Ritch Toop. 
CARRIED. Marva Paige and the Virginia 
Beach Committee were thanked for the 1988 
convention. 

Bob Jamieson's report as Circuit Manager 
was read by Ed Harris, who moved accept
ance, seconded by Horace Harrison. CAR· 
RIED. 

Clint Phillips, the Ubrarian, read his report 
and moved acceptance, seconded by Larry 
Paige. CARRIED. 

Ed Whiting, the Historian, read his report 
and moved acceptance, seconded by Mike 
Street. CARRIED. 

The new Emeritus members for 1989, by 
virtue of either 35 years continuous member
ship and 75 years of age or 40 years contin
uous membership, totals 12. They are: 

71 John L. Norbec 
89 Willis B. Reals 

247 Senator Henry D. Hicks 
342 Arthur G. Kirkchoff 
437 Fred E. M. Betts 
478 Roland C. Burt 
480 Dutton A. Copp 
501 Clifford R. Schuman 
521 Gordon Waldie 

1036 Hubert M. Mclellan 
1077 Guy des Rivieres 
1122 Edgar Davidson 

The Report on the winner of the V. G. 
Greene Award for 1987 was read by the Sec
retary. A survey of the elected Officers, mem
bers of the Board of Directors and the late 
Donor determined that the winner of the Vin
cent G. Greene Award, for the best article, 
series of articles, column or series of columns 
authored by a member or members of 
BNAPS and originally published in BNA 
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TOPICS during 1987, Is E. Ritch Toop for his 
series, The Canadian Alrgraph Service. 

The report on the President's Certlflcate 
for 1987 was read by the Secretary. Each 
year the President's Certificate is awarded to 
the member who has proposed the most new 
members during the previous year. It has 
been determined that the winner for 1987 is 
member #2118, R. H. Jamieson. 

The Chairman of the Order of the Beaver, 
Jim Lehr, acknowledged the members of the 
order present. Three members of the Order 
have died since the last annual meeting. 
There are no new members this year. Guide· 
lines for selection of members will be publish
ed in BNA TOPICS during the next year. 

Two members, Bill Rockett and Harry Lus-

sey, were congratulated for having been pre· 
sent at all SNAPS conventions to date. 

Mike Street told members some of the 
plans for next year's convention in Hamilton 
from September 22-24, 1989. A preliminary 
hotel reservation will be made for all attend
Ing this year's convention. 

Mike Dicketts asked about the status of 
the Society in Canada. He was Informed that 
this Is to be worked on now that the USA 
incorporation Is completed. 

Bob Jamieson reminded members that he 
Is handling Circuits, not Exchange Circuits. 

It was moved by Allan Steinhart that the 
meeting to be adjourned. 

Earle. L. Covert, M.D. 
Secretary 

PRESIDENT 
The President, Ed Harris, gave a report on 

the Board Meeting held the day before this 
year's convention. 
1 . AI Steinhart resigned as Chairman of 
Board and Chairman of the Ethics Committee 
effective the end of 1988. 
2 . . Earle L. Covert was elected Chairman of 
the Board for 1989-90 
3. There Is a need to establish guidelines for 
the Ethics Committee, and this will be done 
during the coming year. 
4. A Finance Committee was established. 
Current members are: Ed Harris, Robert 
Heasman, Lewis Ludlow and Howard Twitch
ell. They have met to decide on the handling 
of various funds. 
5. B.N.A.P.S. Ltd. in the USA is in place to 
receive donations and Issue tax receipts in 
the US. Donations can also be handled In 
Canada. 
6. New guidelines were establihed for Emeri
tus Membership. Effective immediately, 
Emeritus Members will be appointed by virtue 
of having 40 years continuous membership. 
For the next 5 years we will also continue 
with the previous criteria of 35 years contin· 
uous membership and 75 years of age. 
7. Through BNA TOPICS members will be 
asked if they object to the publishing of their 
address in a membership list. If they do not 
want their address published, they are to 
contact the Secretary. Members who want a 
copy of the list must send $2.00 to the Secre
tary. The list will be published as early in 
1989 as possible. 

8. An Awards Committee has been establish
ed to review the various SNAPS awards. 
Members are: Earle Covert, Ed Harris, Lewis 
Ludlow, Howard Twitchell and Ed Whiting. 
9. Effective Immediately, the library will pay 
outgoing postage to members. 
10. A new Convention Co-ordinator will be 
appointed as soon as possible to replace Ron 
McGuire, who has retired from the position. 
11. A new method of selecting the winner of 
the V.G.Greene Award has been established. 
For the 1988 and future awards, the Editorial 
Board will select from four to six articles/col
umns/series from those published in BNA 
TOPICS during the year. The nominees will 
be voted on by the Elected Officers and Di
rectors and the winner announced at the An
nual Meeting. 
12. The John S. Siverts Award, to be given 
annually to the Editor of the best Study 
Group Newsletter, will be established. The 
award will be decided on a calendar year 
basis by the Study Group Co-ordinator, 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Presl· 
dent, BNA TOPICS Editor and the Editor of 
The Study Group Centerline column. The 
award will be a cup similar to the V. G. 
Greene Award. 
13. Regional Group Representatives will be 
re-established to represent the President In 
various matters, Including follow up with 
members who have not paid their dues. 
These representatives will not be in a super
visory role with respect to Regional Groups In 
the area. 
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14. The Study Group Co-ordinator has pro
posed guidelines for operation of the groups. 
He, together with the President, will help with 
any problems/challenges existing groups may 
have, and will help establish new groups. The 
Study Groups, together with the Regional 
Groups, represent the real strength of 
BNAPS. 
15. The outgoing Board of Directors were 
acknowledged and thanked. 

Names of the 1989 SNAPS ELECTED 
OFFICERS were officially announced. 
They are: 
President 

Lewis M. Ludlow 
Past President 

Edmund A. Harris 
First Vice President 

William G. Robinson 
Second Vice President 

Robert V.C. Carr 
Secretary 

Chris McGregor 
Treasurer 

Howard A. Twichell 
The Members of the Board of Directors are: 
Serving until December 31, 1990 

Robert Heasman 
Garvin Lohman 
Barry Shapiro 
Allan Steinhart 
Jack Wallace 

Serving until December 31, 1992 
George B. Arfken 
Earle L Covert 
W.S.(BHI) Pawluk 
George Wegg 
Edward J. Whiting 

Earle Covert has been elected Chairman 
of the Board of Directors. 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
This has been my fourth year as Chair

man of the Board of Governors of SNAPS. I 
think the Society has had a good year. First 
off, a heartfeh welcome and thank you to the 
new Department Managers, and a hearty 
thank you to the Members of the Board, 
Elected Officials, and Department Managers 
for their co-operation and the competent way 
they have performed their jobs, making my 
job much easier. I would especially like to 
welcome Nick Sheklian, Admissions Commit
tee Chairman, and Jon Johnson, Study 
Group Co-ordinator, to the ranks of Officers 
of the Society. 

I would also like to express my thanks to 
Clarence Stillions, Bill Robinson, Gary Lyon 
and Dave McKain, who are leaving the Board 
of Governors at the end of this year. 

I would also like to express my thanks to 
Ron McGuire who is retiring as Convention 
Co-ordinator, and again to Clarence Stillions 
who Is stepping down as Chairman of the 
Editorial Board. 

Again, thanks from the Society are due 
the volunteers who make SNAPS function, 
people such as Mike Street, our Editor; Dave 
Clare, of the Book Department; Howard 
Twitchell, our Treasurer; Earle Covert, our 
Secretary; Ed Harris, our President; Lew Lud
low, our Vice-president; Bob Carr, in charge 
of Regional Groups; Clint Phillips, our Librar
ian; Bob Lee, our Advertising Manager; Paul 
Burega, our Circulation Manager; Bob Jamie-

son, Circuit Manager; and Ed Whiting, our 
Historian. All of these people donate hun
dreds of their free hours to make our Society 
work for the benefit of all of us. 

A number of changes were discussed by 
your Board and will be implemented by of
ficers and department heads to improve 
SNAPS for all members. These will be cover
ed by the individual officers In their reports. 
Some of the areas covered Involve Emeritus 
Member status,a printed membership list, the 
V.G. Greene Award selection process, the 
new John Siverts award, Second class mail
Ing privileges for BNA TOPICS, additions to 
the Library, new handbooks, a membership 
drive, Ethics Committee operations, and post
age on Library loans 

Further, I would like to thank Wayne Curtis 
for acting as the scrvtineer for our elections, 
and the unsuccessful candidates who volun
teered their time and efforts to benefit the 
Society by running for office. 

I would like to note that the new Constitu
tion of SNAPS limits the term of office of the 
Chairman of the Board to a period of four 
years, and so I take the liberty of tendering 
my resignation as Chairman. I have had a 
wonderful, fruitful and enjoyable four years as 
Chairman of the Board and I wish to express 
my heartfeh thanks to the President, mem
bers of the Board and Department Heads, 
and to past Chairman Leo LaFrance and Bob 
Pratt for advice, help, counsel and support. I 
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have enjoyed the job. I hope I will be remem
bered as having done my job. I will also be 
resigning as Chairman of the Ethics Commit
tee but will stay on the Handbook Committee 
and will, hopefully, be staying on the Board. 

Lastly, the Board of Governors and Elect
ed Officers, In their wisdom, have followed 
my suggestion and elected as the new Chair
man of the Board your past Seaetary and 
new Board Member, Earle Covert. I know 

Earle will do a great job and hope he gets as 
much help and co-operation as I did. 

I invite other Members to get Involved In 
BNAPS and step forward to fill a necessary 
position in the Society Executive or one of the 
departments. 

To all of you In BNAPS my sincere thanks 
----THANK YOU! 

Allan L. Steinhart 

SECRETARY 
This Is my last Annual Report as Seaetcwy 

of BNAPS. I am only the third Seaetary the 
Society has had; Jack Levine and Ed Whiting 
were my predecessors. I think at times that I 
have enough wori< to do to sort out the master 
membership and mailing list, but they did h 
manually, without the help of a computer. Ed 
Whiting told me h took his seaetary's spare 
time for four months to sort the Master Mem
bership list numerically, alphabetically and 
geographically. With the computer I can do it 
in 42 minutes - 39 minutes of which Is spent 
waiting for the computer to print the three dif
ferent lists! 

Thanks to Chris McGregor for taking over 
the position. When I met with him at the Ed
monton Stamp Club Spring Show earlier this 
year, he assured me that our membership list 
was no bigger and perhaps smaller than a 
church list he Is already handling. Chris will 
undoubtedly add to the computerization of 
BNAMAIL, the master membership and mail
ing list. I hope to make his assumption of the 
Secretary's role as smooth as Ed Whiting did 
mine. 

Many members have helped keep up the 
membership numbers. The Study Groups and 
the Regional Groups through attendance at 
stamp shows, the A.P.S. since we became 
affiliates, and artides reviewing TOPICS In 
Unns and Stamp Collector have all been a 
source of new members. I feel we must work 
at strengthening the Study Groups. Before I 
turn the position over to Chris McGregor I ex
ped to have a reliable 'automatic' way of noti
fying Study Groups of the Interests of new 

members. I had hoped to do more things dur
ing my term as Seaetary, but time has be
come pressing, especially during the last six 
months. 

I wish to thank the following people for 
helping me in my job as the Secretary of the 
British North America Philatelic Society in the 
past year: 

Paul Burega, Circulation Manager 
Mike Street, Editor of BNA TOPICS 
Howard Twitchell, Treasurer 
Audrey Covert, my Wife, Chief Pusher 
and Typing Assistant 

Thanks also to those who have helped 
over the past five and a half years: Ed Whit
ing for getting me started off; Ritch Toop for 
monthly changes from the Circulation Manag
er; Norm Brassier for chasing down refer
ences; John Graper for helping keep the 
membership/mailing list accurate and working 
on the V.G. Greene Award, President's 
Award and the Emeritus Memberships; and 
Mike Street for starting me off on the com
puter and constantly bailing me out of trouble. 
Some people do not realize the amount of 
wori< the Editor of TOPICS puts into the Soci
ety. I thank him for this and the help he has 
been personally. 

I have even forgiven Bill Walton, who as a 
member of the Nominating Committee got me 
into this position, although I secretly feel that 
the intent was to get me too busy to notice 
Canadian Postal Stationery and eliminate 
some of the competition. 

Earle L. Covert M.D. 

REGIONAL GROUP CO-ORDINATOR 
As of this date, I have nothing new to re

port regarding formation of new Regional 
Groups. The present groups keep me advis· 
ed of their activities and appear heahhy. I 
have had no response with regard to reac-

tivation of the Detroit· Windsor Group, nor the 
Northern California Group. 

I wish to thank Jim Goben for writing Re· 
giona/ Group Ramblings in BNA TOPICS. 

Dr. Robert V.C. Carr 
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BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY LTD. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AS OF JUNE 30, 1988 in U.S. FUNDS 

ASSETS: 

CURRENT ASSETS: 

CASH IN THE BANK 
CASH HELD BY DEPT. HEADS 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT, CANADA 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, ADVERTISING 
BOOK INVENTORY 
LIBRARY 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 

OTHER ASSETS 

RESTRICTED FUNDS 

LIABILITIES: 

TOTAL OTHER ASSETS 

TOTAL ASSETS 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 

CIRCUITS PAYABLE 
PREPAID MEMBERSHIP DUES 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 

CAPITAL: 

INSURANCE FUND APPROPRIATED 
MEMBERS EQUITY, UNAPPROPRIATED 
SNAPS FOUNDATION FUNDS 

TOTAL FUNDS 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUNDS 

23,511 .00 
12,693.00 
47,292.00 

2,472.00 
2,430.00 

100.00 

5,827.00 

10,365.00 
8,825.00 

4,700.00 
41 ,579.00 
28,856.00 

88,498.00 

5,827.00 

94,325.00 

19,190.00 

75,135.00 

94,325.00 

STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENSE FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,1988 

REVENUE: 

MEMBERSHIP DUES AND FEES 
INTEREST INCOME 
DIVIDEND INCOME 
BOOK DEPARTMENT INCOME 
CIRCUIT INCOME 
GAIN ON SALE OF SECURITIES 

TOTAL INCOME 

EXPENSES: 

STATIONARY AND SUPPLIES 
POSTAGE 
INSURANCE 
BANK CHARGES 
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 
TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGE RATE EXPENSE 
BNA TOPICS 

TOTAL EXPENSE 

INCREASE IN MEMBERS EQUITY 

22,031 .00 
3,754.00 

428.00 
1,346.00 
1,692.00 
2,776.00 

1,477.00 
1,377.00 

491.00 
153.00 
231.00 
246.00 
15.00 

20,206.00 

32,612.00 

24,196.00 

8,416.00 

Howard Twitchell 
Treasurer 
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CO-ORDINATOR: STUDY GROUPS 

It is my pleasure, in this my first report to 
the Society, to report that we have 21 active 
study groups. This Includes a new study 
group on Fancy Cancels which is chaired by 
Dave lacelles. The average membership in 
each study group is up to 46 from just 15 two 
years ago. The future looks even better, par
ticularly with the considerable support for the 
study groups expressed by the candidates for 
Board of Directors in the recent Society elec
tions. 

My primary goal is to Increase total par
ticipation in the study groups. Hopefully this 
would increase membership in the existing 
study groups, and might result in additional 
study groups being formed. One study group 
which is conspicuous by its absence is Eliza
bethan collecting. The Queen Elizabeth II 
reign covers 70% of all Canadian stamps 
issued, plus many changes in postal systems 

and procedures. Among the SNAPS mem
bership there collectively must be more than 
5 collectors of such Elizabethan areas as 
tags, varieties, topicals, cancels (Kiussendorf, 
Moon and Pocon), semi-postals and so on. 

I would like to thank Frank Waite for doing 
an excellent job with his Study Group Center
line column in BNA TOPICS, which gives all 
SNAPS members a chance to review briefly 
all of the subjects being discussed in the vari
ous study groups. In addition, I hope you all 
will recognize the excellent work achieved by 
the officers of the respective study groups 
and the commitment they each have made to 
have an active, effective study group. 

For those of you who are not yet a mem
ber of a study group, they really are very 
educational and useful, without onerous com
mitments on your part. 

Jon Johnson 

CHAIRMAN: HANDBOOK COMMITTEE 

We have a new two volume book at the 
printers which will be ready in two weeks. It is 
Ontario Post Offices, by Dr. Robert C. Smith. 
Volume I lists all the post offices alphabetical
ly; Volume II lists them alphabetically by 
county. The books will be available individual
ly or as a set. Due to the high cost and small 
printing run, SNAPS has agreed to a 1 Oo/o 
commission on this book In order to keep the 
price down. 

Royalties of $951 .96 were received from 
Unitrade for Jim Lehr's P.E.I. book. 

We agreed to allow J.C. Arnell and the 
BNAPS Trans Atlantic Study Group have the 
U. of T. Press privately print 300 copies of 
their first handbook, to be sold by our book 
department. The prices are $5.00 to TA 
Group members, $7.50 to SNAPS members, 
and $10.00 others. 

Our working agreement with Unitrade As
sociates continues to operate with no prob
lems, to the satisfaction of both parties. 

Allan L. Steinhart 

MANAGER: BOOK DEPARTMENT 

During the past year the Book Department 
handled 1 03 orders, with total sales of 
$7,100.00. This Department also supplied the 

Library with 23 new titles, at a cost of 
$490.00. 

Dave Clare 

EDITOR: BNA TOPICS 

The large number of extra paga editions of 
BNA TOPICS produced in 1987 have helped 
to reduce the backlog of articles which had 
built up. While the backlog is still healthy, pub
lication dates will be closer to the liking of the 
authors. 

BNA TOPICS has taken another giant 
step towards the future. For some time now 
we have been able to accept articles on com-

puter disk. We can now retransmit editorial 
copy from disk directly to the typesetter. This 
means significant savings in proofreading 
time, and will help keep the cost of publishing 
down. Any author who can do so is asked to 
submit a disk with each article. We can ac
cept output from most popular work process
ing programs, in either IBM or Apple Macin
tosh format. Please note that hand written or 
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typewritten articles are still very much wel
come. 

Our overseas delivery troubles with Cana
da Post · 16 weeks for AIRMAIL Printed Mat
ter to Australia and South Africa • has led to 
an experiment using a mail forwarding agency 
In New York. Initial results of this appear 
promising, but there is not yet enough data 
available to make a proper evaluation. 

My decision to relinquish the Editor's post 
In 1991 remains firmly in effect. No replace
ment has been found to date, bU1 the search 
Is continuing. I would be willing to turn over 
the duties ahead of the 1991 date If this 
would assist anyone interested. The job is 
difficult and time consuming, but very reward-

ing. 
Once again I would like to thank all those 

withoU1 whom TOPICS would not be. The 
authors, first and foremost, because we can
not print what we do not have; our printers, 
Len Woodward and Russell Bell, who keep 
me in line and simultaneously help preserve 
my mental condition; Bob Lee and Paul Bure
ga who keep the ads and addresses straight; 
and Kathy Ward, who helps get handwritten 
material into compU1er format. Thank you all. 

TOPICS has gained an enviable reputation 
In the top echelon of philatelic journals. We 
will continue to maintain our position. 

Mike Street 

CHAIRMAN : EDITORIAL BOARD 

Another good year from our editor, Mike 
Street, our printer, Len Woodward, our adver
tising manager, Bob Lee, and our circulation 
manager, Paul Burega. The Editorial Board 
has little to do except sitback and be amazed 
at how well they do their jobs, all for the love 
of the Society. They have all done an out
standing job producing your journal. 

When you see one of them be sure to tell 

him what an oU1standing job he has done. 
Your thanks is all the remuneration they get. 

This is my last report as Chairman of the 
Editorial Board. I have resigned as Chairman 
effective 1 June 1989. With all the great peo
ple in SNAPS, I am sure my successor will 
have a fine team to work with. 

C. A. Stillions 

ADVERTISING MANAGER: BNA TOPICS 

Display advertising income for the period 
July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988 totaled 
$7,595.40. this compares with $7,827.47 for 
the previous year. 

Classified advertising income for the same 
period was $496.23, compared to $240.00 for 
the previous year. 

Robert A. Lee 

CHAIRMAN: ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 

No application forms reached the Admis
sions Committee after succeeding Norman 
Brassier as Chairman. Hopefully this does not 
signify that no new applications for member
ship are being received. When accepting this 
position, I was told that It would not entail 
very much effort on my part. That, I did not 
believe, but after several months I am begin-

ning to feel like the proverbial Maytag repair
man. The latest report date for applications 
for membership from the Secretary that I am 
aware of is 15 June 1988, so I am anxiously 
awaiting a heavy batch of applications from 
the secretary, soon. 

N.N. Sheklian 

CIRCULATION MANAGER: BNA TOPICS 

Income for the period 1 July 1987 to 30 
June 1988 was down from previous years, at 
$137.50 canadian and $2.00 American. The 
drop in sales in back issues has occurred as 
members have filled their runs and newer 
members have not expressed an interest in 

older BNA TOPICS. For comparison, income 
for the year ending 30 June 1987 was 
$659.50. 

The classified ads at the back of BNA 
TOPICS have been generating responses, 
but most people require only the very early 
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Issues, of which few ever oome Into stock. should oonsider ordering some back issues. 
Members wishing to add to their library Paul Burega 

COORDINATOR: CONVENTIONS 

The Society oontinues to enjoy excellent 
oonventions in interesting sites with entertain
ing and informative activities. This Is due to 
the hard work of host groups to whom we 
must be Indebted. If you and your local fellow 
members wish to oontlnue this tradition and 
hold a future oonventlon In your area, please 
oontact me for one of the following available 
years. 

In the United States - 1992, 1994, 1996, 
1998,2000. 
In canada - 1993, 1995, 1999. 

The first opening is drawing near so 
· please seriously oonslder it now. The future 
schedule is as follows: 

1989 -Hamilton, Ontario. Mike Street/Dave 
Dixon. 22 - 24 September 

1990 -Galveston, Texas. Victor Willson. 
11-13 October 

1991 -Vanoouver, BC. Bill Robinson. 29-31 
August 

1991 - 1996 OPEN 
1997 -St. John's, Newfoundland. President, 

St. John's Stamp Club 
I want to thank the Virginia Beach Group 

for putting on a second oonventlon In less 
than a decade. It will, I am sure, be another 
great success and enjoyed by all attending. 

C.R. McGuire 

HISTORIAN 

Work on the proposed Members Hand
book Is progressing. It should be ready in 
time for our 50th Anniversary Convention in 
1994. 

In this respect I requested copy for a page 
from each of the Study and Regional Groups. 
Still to respond are: Flag Cancels, Postage 
Dues; Province of Canada; Semi-Official Airs; 
Definitive & Landscapes; Squared Circles; 
Detroit-Windsor; Norcal; Calgary; and 
Golden-Horseshoe. 

I have hopes that some one will volunteer 
to obtain write-ups on the following groups 
that appear to have ceased operations, to fill 
In the history and advise if they are now dor
mant or defunct: Canadian Plate Blocks; Can
adian Varieties; New York City; Twin Cities; 

t:Jiagara Frontier; Winnipeg; Edmonton; Van
oouver. I am sure there are more. 

I have been receiving a lot of photos of 
recent conventions. I am hoping to obtain 
photos taken at some of the older ones. To 
safeguard and keep these photos and mem
orabilia it will be necessary to place them in 
albums or boxes to be able to show some of 
them at future BNAPEXES. I am thinking of 
museum type preservation. In this regard I 
request the Board authorize me to spend up 
to $100.00 to procure the necessary materi
als. 

I should be able to have a very Interesting 
display available next year in Hamilton. 

Edward J. Whiting 

MANAGER: CIRCUITS 

For the period July 1, 1987 to June 30, inventory, and this Is reflected In Improved 
1988 the SNAPS Circuits show an Increase results for this past July and August.) We 
of over $5,000.00 from the previous year. also anticipate a strong fall and winter as a 
During this period we have retired from lnven- result of the addition of this new material. 
tory a total of $46,905.99 (original value). We have good quantities of Postal History, 
Commissions to SNAPS amounted to $2,03- Semi-Official Airs, RPOs, Squared Circles, 
0.73. Insurance Fund Contributions were Fancy Cancels, selected used early Canada 
$704.81 The drop In this area was mainly and Provinces, and Large Queens, both mint 
due to the lack of material in the most wanted and used. Needed are the following: 3 cent 
categories, i.e. Revenues, Precancels, Per- Jubilees with cancels, 1898 Maps, and Postal 
fins, and better quality Cancellations. (This History of the Territories. 
spring, however, an excellent group of Rev- When mounting postal history, members 
enue and Precancel books was added to our are reminded to please remove any stiffen-
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ers, and to use only glassine or light weight 
plastic envelopes. We are often prevente<l 
from putting heavy weight and low value 
books into circuits. 

We have a good selection of books avail
able here at Virginia Beach and look forward 
to meeting many of you again. For those who 
were unable to enjoy the BNAPS experience 
at Virginia Beach, please write and let me 
know your Interests. I will do my best to get 
you on a circuit as soon as possible. 

I shall be away for most of January to the 
end of March, visiting my grandchildren in 
Australia and making my way home through 
South East Asia. During this period Elsie Dru-

ry has agreed to handle the circuits with the 
assistance of Jim Catterick. As we will have 
prepared a good number of books to cover 
these months, I would ask that you refrain 
from sending in new books until April 1989. 
New members interested in the circuit, how
ever, are asked to write so we can be ready 
for you when I return. 

Your notes and comments are much ap
preciated. My sincere thanks to one and all 
who take the time to write. Many a time you 
'make my day' with your letters. JOIN NOW 
AND ENJOY THE CIRCUIT BOOKS IN THE 
COMFORT OF YOUR HOME. 

R.H. (Bob) Jamieson 

LIBRARIAN 

This past year has been spent developing 
a computerized data base for the library. In
cluded In It are all books and monographs -
over 400 items, all bound journals, and al
most all auction catalogues of significance. 
What remains are all unbound journals, and 
some 1300 files of miscellaneous material•, 
much of which consists of articles copied 
from journals we already have and which, 
therefore, Is duplicative and redundant. 

The computer system, obtained by Vic 
Willson, allows for key word search, among 
other features. Variable printouts are avail· 
able. A classification system can easily be 
added to the printout when the classification 
decision Is made. 

We now have virtually complete sets of all 
study group newsletters thanks to the gener
ous efforts of those involved in preparing 
them both now and in the past. On behalf of 
the Society I want to take this opportunity to 
thank all of them. 

CANADA REVENUES 
Bought & Sold. Wantlists invited 

1987 Canada colour revenue catalogue $8.95 

Regular mail auctions and 
fully illustrated price lists. 

2 Volume Canada revenue album $74.95 

E.S. J. van Dam Ltd. 
P.O. Box 300 

Bridgenorth, Ontario, Canada 
KOL 1HO 

Last year I reported that there were num
erous duplicates In the Ubrary holdings. Sub
sequently, Bob Lee generously offered to 
auction these at no commission. When we 
ascertained that UPS would ship them to 
British Columbia we did this, at a cost of 
$185.00, only to have them returned along 
with our money. Apparently we can ship to 
Vancouver and present plans are to send the 
material to Bill Robinson who will take it, six 
boxes valued at $2, 700.00, 1o Bob in Kelow
na. (The cost to use the mail service to ship 
this material would be prohibitive.) 

I also want to acknowledge the receipt of 
a large number of books available for sale by 
the Book Department which we did not have. 
Again, for the Society, may I thank Dave 
Clare and AI Steinhart for making it all hap
pen. 

I welcome suggestions. Thank you for 
allowing me to serve as your Ubrarian. 

Clinton A. Phillips 

WANTED 
Canadian Covers Pre 1960 

Stationery 
Have Same For Sale 

R.F. Narbonne 
Tel. 1·613·257·5453 

GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY 
216 Mailey Drive 

Carleton Place, Ont. K7C 3X9 
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Does Your Philatelic library Need A Transfusion? 
If the answer is yes, why not send for the greatly expanded 

SNAPS Book Department list (post free) 

Bailey & Toop - Canadian Military Post Offices to 1986 
Arnell -Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #1 
The Stamps and Postal History of Vancouver Island & British 

Columbia - the collection formed by Gerald E. Wellburn 

BNAPS 
Retail Price 
14.95 13.25 
10.00 8.50 

200.00 175.00 

Remember - These and many, many other books are available from 
the SNAPS BOOK DEPARTMENT 

Please note that all orders MUST be prepaid. Prices shown are postpaid (Book Rate). 

Please add $2.00 per order for handling 
For payment in U.S. Funds, deduct 20% 

Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery 

SNAPS BOOK DEPARTMENT 
P.O. BOX 1082 

OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA L6J 5E9 

When you are ready to sell ••. 

HARMERS 
..• can offer you three excellent services 

t Sale by Auction - properties with a market value of US$2,000 or more. 
2. Sale by Private Treaty. 
3. Outright sale through our Direct Purchase Department. 

Minimum US$1,000 market value. 

Prospective Vendors may contact our Canadian Agent: 
Mr. Stanley Lum 
19 Bamber Court 

Don Mills, Ont. M3A 2N5 
Tel. (416) 445·5327 

If you prefer, please write to: 

HARMERSQ[NEWYORK INC. 
14 EAST 33rd STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10016 

Telephone: (212) 532-3700 Cable: Harmersale, New York 

License #'s 672829, 780870 
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REGIONAL GROUP RAMBLINGS 
by Jim Goben 

REGIONAL GROUP COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert V.C. Carr, 117 Robin Hood Way, Youngstown, OH 44511 
REGIONAL GROUP REPORTER: Jim Goben, 304 W. lincoln St., Bloomington, II 61701 

PRAIRIE BEAVERS: Howard Twichell, 5200 Keller Springs, No. 530, Dallas, TX 75248 
CALGARY: Phillip Wolf, 636 Woodbine Blvd. S.W., Calgary, AB T2W 4W4 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: Garvin Lohman, 1541 Sacramento St, Apt 3, San Francisco, CA 94109 
MID-ATLANTIC: David Stark, 14734 Elmira Court, Woodbridge VA 22193 
GOLDEN HORSESHOE: Eugene Labiuk, P.O. Box 1193, Stn. B, Mississauga, ON L4Y 3W5 
MANITOBA-NORTHWESTERN ONTARIO: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pinawa, MB ROE 1LO 
PACIFIC-NORTHWEST: Colin Campbell, 1450 Ross Road, Kelowna, B.C. V1Z 1L6 
MID-AMERICA: Robert Schlesinger, 523 Highland Grove Dr., Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 

Good News! The Mid-America Regional 
Group is off and running. On Nov. 6, Bob 
Schlesinger and Steve Whltcombe presided 
over the organizational meeting at CHI· 
CAGOPEX. Other BNAPSers attending were 
Charles Berg, Marc Eisenberg, Paul Gott· 
shall, Basil Burrell, and your reporter. Ralph 
Fisher filled out an application for BNAPS 
membership so he ~ be an active member 
of the group. 

Bob and Steve have put in a lot of effort to 
see this group become a reality. Over 20 
people have expressed an interest in the 
group. Many were unable to attend this first 
gathering, but we look forward to seeing them 
at future meetings. A $5.00 US figure was 
decided upon as dues to cover a newsletter 
and postage. 

Three future meetings were planned for 
the coming year. Arrangements are in the 
works for a meeting at MILCOPEX on March 
5, 1989, in Milwaukee; another at COMPEX 
in Chicago on May 28; and finally at CORN
PEX in Bloomington, IL, on November 12, 
1989. Come join in the fun. 

The Manitoba-Northwestern Ontario 
Regional Group met in Winnipeg on October 
22. The program consisted of the RPSC slide 
program an Barrel Cancellations, followed by 
a general discussion of other modern Canadi· 
an cancels such as the Klussendorfs, 
MOONs and POCONs. 

The Golden Horseshoe Regional Group 
met November 5, in Hamilton. The speaker 
was Ken Rowe, who chose as his topic the 
developments regarding the Canadian Postal 
Archives and the Postal Museum. Future 
meetings were scheduled. The January 22, 
1989, meeting had Bob Wyse speaking on 
'The Postal History of World War 1 • Canadi· 
an Army Medical Corps'. The program for the 

March 12 meeting has not yet been complet· 
ed. SNAPS President Lew Ludlow will be the 
speaker for the June 2 meeting. Things are 
looking good for Toronto, Hamilton and en· 
virons. 

G.H. Davis sent In his last newsletter for 
the Mid-Atlantic Group. The fall meeting was 
held on November 19, at VAPEX in Virginia 
Beach, VA. This newsletter introduced the 
new secretary and editor for the Group. David 
A. Stark has volunteered to replace G.H. 
Good luck and welcome aboard David. Well 
done G.H. We will miss you, especially your 
friends in the Mid-Atlantic Group. 

The Pacific Northwest Regional Group 
has become the model for the rest of us to 
copy. As of October 6, 1988, there are 95 
members, four of whom are leaders in 
SNAPS: Lew Ludlow, President; Bill Robin· 
son, Vice-president; Chris McGregor, Secre· 
tary; and, Jack Wallace, Director. Not a bad 
showing. 

The September 30 meeting In Vernon had 
48 members in attendance. The banquet 
speaker wa.s Ted Beaudoin, who presented 
'Walking on Air', his biography of pioneer 
bush pilot Sheldon Luck. There were four 
seminars presented during the weekend. Bill 
Topping spoke on 'Union Steamships', which 
ran along the B.C. coast, Keith Spencer of 
Edmonton spoke on the 'City of Champions' • 
a talk on early Edmonton postal history, Gene 
Frampton gave a presentation on the post 
offices of the lower Kootenay Lake area, and 
Doug Hannan presented 'Collecting New· 
foundland'. 

The next two meetings were set: March 
11, 1989, in Everett, Washington, and Vern· 
on, B.C., on September 9·1 0, 1989. A full 
page biography of member Geoff Walburn 
was included in this newsletter. 
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It would be interesting to have more infor· 
mation on the new 'Royal Order of the Apple' 
Initiated at the meeting. What are the criteria 
for receiving this order? 

Please be aware that newsletters and 
other information must be in the mail to me 
by March 15 for the May-June Issue, and by 
May 15 for July-August. 

INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS 
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY LTD. 

ELECTED OFFICERS 
EXECUTIVE 

PRESIDENT Lewis M. Ludlow, 5001·102 Lane N.E., Kirkland, WA 98033 
f!AST PRESIDENT Edmund A. Harris, P.O. Box 1478, Calgary, AB T2P 2L6 

1ST VICE PRESIDENT William G. Robinson, 5830 Gartler St., Vancouver, BC V6M 3A7 
2ND VICE PRESIDENT Dr. Robert V.C. Carr, 117 Robin Hood Way,Youngstown, OH 44511 

TREASURER Howard Twichell, P.O. Box 185, Addison, TX 75001 
SECRETARY Chris McGregor, 6312, carnarvon St., Vancouver, BC V6N 1 K3 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

Ten Sitting Members: Five elected in the even numbered years for four year terms 

Serving until Dec. 31, 1990 
Robert Heasman 

Serving until Dec. 31, 1992 
George Arfken 

Garvin Lohman Barry Shapiro Earle Covert (Chairman) William Pawluk 
Allan L. Steinhart Jack Wallace George Wegg Edward J. Whiting 

COMMITIEES AND APPOINTED OFFICERS 
ADMISSIONS: Chairman: Nick Sheklian, P.O.Box 772, Visalia, CA 93279 
BNA TOPICS: see Page 2 
BOOK DEPARTMENT: Manager: Dave Clare, P.O.Box 1082, Oakville, ON L6J 5E9 
CIRCUIT: R.H. Jamieson, P.O.Box 2, Stn. A, Islington, ON M9A 4X1 
CONVENTIONS: Charles Firby, 290 E. Maple, Birmingham, Ml 48011 
ETHICS COMMITTEE: J. Don Wilson, 11 Elm Place, St. John's, NF A1B 2S4 
HANDBOOK COMMITTEE: Chairman: Allan L. Steinhart, 45 Dunfield Ave., Apt. 1910, 

Toronto, ON M4S 2H3 
HISTORIAN: Edward J. Whiting, 25 Kings Cirde, Malvern, PA 19355 
LIBRARY: Clinton A. Phillips, 1704 Glade St., College Station, TX 77840 

MEMBERSHIP FEES 
Annual membership fees are $20CDN or $17US (or the equivalent in £). Membership 
applications submitted during the 2nd or 3rd quarter of the year should be acoompanied by 
75% or 50% respectively of the annual fee. Applications submitted during the 4th quarter of the 
year should be acoompanied by 25% of the annual fee plus the full fee for the coming year. A 
onetime application fee of $3CDN Is payable regardless of the date of the application. Send 
application form and cheque or money order to the Secretary, Chris McGregor, 6312 
Carnarvon St., Vancouver, BC V6N 1 K3 
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From the Secretary 
CHRIS McGREGOR 
6312 Carnarvon St. 

Vancouver, BC 
Canada V6N 1 K3 

Members are asked to note that two SIGNATURES on an application 
for membership hastens approval of new applications 

REPORT DATE: 31 December 1988 

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP 

Objections MUST be filed with the Secretary /MMEDIATEL Y upon publication 

R4724 ARMITAGE,Lyle,3559 Glader Ave,North Vancouver,BC,Canada V7N 3R8 
C Canada Revenues, Postal Stationery Post Cards 
Proposed by: S. J. Horton, 923;Seconded by: John White, 4192 

R4725 MEEK,Robert W.,P. 0. Box 1041,Brantford,ON,Canada N3T 5S7 
C Modern Canadian Cancellations including Klussendort, IPS 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 2010;Seconded by: E.L. Covert, 2698 

R4726 FISCHER,Ralph V.,4700 Chase,Lincolnwood,IL,USA 60646 
C Small Queens, Christmas Worldwide 
Proposed by: Kathy Ward, 4331 

R4727 JACOBI,Halis Peter,5295 Moncton Str.,Richmond,BC,Canada V7E 3B2 
C B.C.& N.W.T.Post Hist, Semi-Official Airs, Western R.P.O.s 
Proposed by: J.C. Campbell, 2986;Seconded by: Wm.F.Anderson, 2965 

R4728 McCANN,Arthur,131 Madison Ave,Vahalla,NY,USA 10595 
C Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 
Proposed by: Secretary 

R4729 GRAVES,Stuart F.,P. 0. Box 1056 Station C,Etobicoke,ON,Canada M9V 2G2 
CID Klussendort Cancels 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 201 O;Seconded by: E.L. Covert, 2698 

R4730 EVANS,Dale B.,P.O. Box 1141,Sturgeon Falls,ON,Canada POH 2GO 
C/0 Klussendorf and Modern Fancy Cancels 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 2010;Seconded by: E.L. Covert, 2698 

R4731 GEDNEY,Ronald W.,4800 Marshall Drive East,Binghampton,NY,USA 13903 
C Canada, US, UN 
Proposed by: James F.Hansen, 4008 

R4732 BEDDOWN,John G.,951 Ann St.,North Bay,ON,Canada P1 B 5M3 
CID Canada Pence and 19th Century 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 201 O;Seconded by: E.L. Covert, 2698 

R4733 GIGNAC,Ciaude,C. P. 2082,St. Romuald,PO,Canada G6W 5M3 
C Province of Quebec Cancellations 1867 • Modern 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 201 O;Seconded by: E.L. Covert, 2698 

R4734 DOSS,George M.,P. 0. Box 850597,Richardson,TX,USA 75085 
C Reign of George V and VI 
Proposed by: H. Dingenthal, 3602;Seconded by: M.Hollenbeck, 3968 

R4735 LAMB,Robert E.,P. 0. Box 1203,Washington,DC,USA 20013 
C Canada, Newfoundland, War Tax Stamps 
Proposed by: Secretary 

R4736 ROBERTSON,Peter A. T.,26 Recreation Ave,Leigh-On-Sea,Essex,United Kingdom 
SS9 3JX 
C Nfld Mint, Used, Covers, TPO. Canada Mint, Used KGV & KGVI 
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Proposed by: Brian Stalker, 4400;Seconded by: L.H.Belle, 4263 
R4737 QUINN, Eric A., 23 Spen Lane, York, England Y01 2BS 

C Transatlantic mail to and from BNA 
Proposed by: H.K. Dodwell,4046 ;Seconded by: H.M. Street, 3848 

R4738 HUNKA, A. Daniel, 602 Churchill Ave., Ottawa, ON K1Z 5E8 
C Klussendorf, IPS & Sq. Circle cancels; Re-entries 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 201 0; Seconded by: Daniel Hunka, 1346 

R4739 PLOMISH, Walter, 466 East 8th Ave., N205, New Westminster BC V6l 4l2 
C Cdn. commercial airmail covers 1926-46; UPU & Empire rates 1921-54 
Proposed by: AI Steinhart, 2010; Seconded by: A.W. leggett, 2471 

R4740 FRIDHANDLER,Daryt S.,Esso Plaza E.,32nd Fir.; 425-1st St.S.W.,Calgary, AB 
T2P 3l8 
C Fancy cancels; Nfld. with emphasis on 3 Pence (#3 & 11 a) 
Proposed by: Secretary 

NEW MEMBERS 

R4714 WOODS,Michael R4720 IRWIN,Ross W. 
R4715 SCHEER,Dr. Frank R. R4721 ROBERTS,John Dudley 
R4717 GORTON,Danlel L. R4722 THORNE,Robert K. 

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP PENDING 
Applications previously published and awaiting the concurrence of the Admissions Committee 

R4716 COOPER,Tracy J. R4719 ALLEN,Neil M. 
R4718 Hlll,Russell A. R4723 MACKLAM,C. Markham 

REINSTATED 
Includes previous 'Mall Rerumed' • address now supplied 

R4385 MOFFITT,Heather S.,lot 4, Ernest Street,Mittagong,N.S.W.,Australia 2575 

DECEASED 

R1498 CLARK, Emerson A. 

R0857 McGRATH,Edward J. 
R0936 ATKINSON,F. George 
R0959 lYMAN, Robert W. 
R2266 WATSON,J.N. 
R2516 LECKIE,Peter D. 
R2714 DERRY,Michael 
R2959 MacKAY,F.A. 
R3175 HARVEY,Philip J. 
R3458 SMITH,Jack E. 
R3635 THOMAS, Charles B. 
R3847 ROSS,Edward J. 

R4159 ROBB, John W. 

RESIGNATIONS 

R3906 BRAHM,Betty C. 
R3974 JEAN, Donald A. 
R3992 ROUSHORN, W.H.D. 
R4166 DUKE,Paul W. 
R4242 CUMMINGS, Charles C. 
R4408 PEYTON,Ernest S. 
R4442 DAVIS,Aifred J. 
R4453 BLANCHARD,Frederick G. 
R4487 ZUEHLKE,William T. 
R4608 NEU,Arthur M. 

CHANGE~CORRECTIONS 

Notice of change MUST BE SENT TO THE SECRETARY · 
Any other office causes delay 

R1036 MclELLAN,Hubert M.,11 W. Aloha St N330,SeattJe,WA,USA 98119·3743 
R1095 Hlll,Gordon M.,11 Coach Side Terrace S.W.,Calgary,AB,Canada T3H 2T3 
R1348 LAIRD,William W.,57 Widdicombe Hill Blvd., Suite 1707,Weston,ON,Canada 

M9R 1Y4 
R1568 YAFFE,Irvin,6320 Greenspring Ave, Apt 201,Baltimore,MD,USA 21209 
R1907 KUHLMAN,Fred,51 361 Westwood Dr.,Winnipeg,MB,Canada R3K 1G4 
R2091 PEKONEN,William,203-7300 Moffat Rd.,Richmond ,BC,Canada V6Y 1X8 
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R2130 SHELSON,Norman,111 Raglan Ave - Apt 907,Toronto,ON,Canada M6C 2K9 
R2718 HALE,James,22 Fairmeadow PI.,Whitby,ON,Canada L1N 8V8 
R2792 KERZNER,Theodor,19 Lower Village Gate #605,Toronto,ON,Canada MSP 3L9 
R2875 CASUCCIO,Samuel P.,300 John St. Suite 409,Thomhiii,ON,Canada L3T 5W4 
R3009 MORIN,Cimon,95 Maple Grove,Ay1mer,PQ,Canada J9H 2E3 
R3098 ALLEN,William C.,P.O. Box 80946,lansing,MI,USA 48908-0946 
R3159 KELLY, David H.,4659 Mclaughlin Drive,Courtenay,BC,Canada V9N 6J2 
R3195 MARCOTTE,C.,41 0 Notre Dame N.,Thedford Mines,PQ,Canada G6G 254 
R3533 MAHAN,Frank Jr.,9870 White Sands PI,Bonita Springs,FL,USA 33923-6827 
R3671 ARNDT,F. Jeffrey Scott,520 S. Moore Loop, #B,West Point,NY,USA 10996 
R3697 BALOUGH,Maj. Joseph J.,2025 Montana Ave,EI Paso,TX,USA 79903 
R3753 BURGERS,Hendrik, 11 Elma St.,Gioucester,ON,Canada K1 G 3N2 
R3805 CROCKER.David G.,P.O. Box 294,MONTAGU,.S. Africa 6720 
R3915 MARTIN,Joseph R.,P.O. Box 69,Rothesay,NB,Canada EOG 2WO 
R3952 RUBEC,Ciay,495 Athlone Ave.,Ottawa,ON,Canada K1Z 5M9 
R3982 AITKEN,John D.,P.O. Box 2021,lambeth,ON,Canada NOL 1SO 
R4025 HILLSON,John A.,Westerlea, 5 Annanhiii,Annan, Dumfriesshire,Scotland,United 

Kingdom DG12 6TN 
R4235 TOWE,Brian A.,P. 0. Box 381,Warman,SK,Canada SOK 4SO 
R4294 MAYER,John C.,8109 Midnight Pass Road,Sarasota,FL,USA 34242 
R4358 DRYDEN,Dwain E.,221 0 33rd Ave.,San Francisco,CA,USA 9411 6 
R4466 RIBLER,Ronald 1.,8380 Greensboro Dr., Apt. 414,McLean,VA,USA 22102 
R4484 COATES,Gary E.,21 Marina Ave. #2,Etobicoke,ON,Canada M8W 1 K1 
R4500 SHEFF,Bradford 0.,3618 W. Cleveland St.,Tampa,FL,USA 33609 
R4537 TRIPLETT,Brian A.,88 Cherry Ln,Doylestown,PA,USA 18901 
R4541 THERRIEN,J. Raymond,74 Sundown Dr.,Hamilton,ON,Canada L9B 1W6 
R4558 FALLON,Brad J.,% 90 Curtis Apt. 302,Kingston,ON,Canada K7M 5V6 
R4560 OELGART,Isaac,24 School St., Apt 12,Hanover,NH,USA 03755 
R4646 MACQUARRIE,Doug M.,3571 Uplands Dr.,Nanaimo,BC,Canada V9T 2T4 
R4672 WILSON,William J. F.,1517 3 St. NW,Calgary,AB,Canada T2M 2X9 
R4677 SCOTT,Andrew P.,508 East 12th St.,North Vancouver,BC,Canada V7L 2K4 

MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY 
Total membership (corrected from last report) 1461 
New members added in this report 6 
Reinstated 1 
Deceased 2 
Resigned 21 

Total membership as of this report 1445 
Previous application(s) pending 4 
New application(s) 17 

AN INVITATION 
TO MEMBERS OF 

THE BRITISH 

NORTH AMERICA 

PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

Mem.,.rt receive Th~ CJ/nllditm Phlf•r.list 
published bimonthly, and are entitled to u~ 
the •let circuit. 

If you are not alrNdy a member of The 
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada and would 
be intetelted in joining the " Royal", pleaee 
write to the Secretary, The Royal Philatelic 
Socie~ of Canada, Department B, Box 5320, 
Statidn F, Ottawa, Ontario K2J 3J1, for 
membership application forms or Informa
tion. 

ADMISSION FEE - $5.00 
ANNUAL DUES 

Canadian member - $18.00 
US member - $20.00 
Overseas member - S20.00 

"GROW WITH THE ROYAL" 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
RATES: 25 words for $3.00; 10 cents per extra word. Discount of 25% for 4 or more 

consecutive Inserts of the same ad. Full payment must accompany ad copy. 
Copy and cheque or money order, payable to SNAPS, should be sent to the 
Advertising Manager: Robert A. Lee, #203-1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
V1Y 5Y2. 

R8Celpt of advertising copy does not constitute acceptance. 

AIR MAIL 

SNAPS CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL Air Mall 
Study Group welcomes and encourages 
other interested SNAPS members to join 
us. Newsletter every two months. Write: 
Bob Marcello, Box 961, Boston, Mass. 
02103. 

AUCTIONS 

WE COVER THE WORLD but always feature 
Canada. Collections, large lots, postal 
history and Individual items will always 
be found. Write today for a free copy of 
my next catalogue. John Sheffield Philat· 
elist ltd., P.O. Box 3171 , Stn. A, Lon· 
don, Ontario, Canada, N6A 4J4. 

REGULAR PUBLIC AUCTIONS Including 
postal history, large lots, accumulations, 
better singles, sets. Illustrated cata· 
logues upon request. WILDROSE PHIL· 
ATELICS, Box 1442 Edmonton, AS 
Canada T5Y 2N5 

SNAPS LAPEL PINS 

SNAPS MEMBERSHIP LAPEL PINS are 
now available. Proceeds to BNAPEX '89. 
Make cheques ($5.00US or $6.00CDN) 
payable to M. Street and mail to P.O. 
Box 7230, Ancaster, ON L9G 3N6. 

FOR SALE 

BOOKLETS • complete and exploded, Panes 
mint and used; from the author of the 
new Standard Catalogue of Canadian 
Booklets. Also complete, par1 panes and 
singles mint, used and on covers. 8111 
McCann, 170 Dixon Rd., Weston, Ont. 
M9P 2L8. 

CANADIAN CLEARANCE SALE PRICE LIST 
• wide range of stamps mint and used, 
plateblocks, sheets, first day covers, air 

FOR SALE 

mails and first flight covers. Jubilees to 
Peace Issue used singles and blocks 
plus special offers and unique items in· 
duding United States and Canadian cov· 
ers. Ray Simrak, P.O. Box 56, Maid· 
stone, ON, NOR 1 KO. 

DECIMAL MACHINS ALBUM/GUIDE, iden· 
tification Information, three ring (no bind· 
er), expansion unlimited, laid acid-neutral 
paper, $US 17.50 postpaid. GB Club, 
P .0. Box 4586, Portland, OR 97208. 

CANADIAN REVENUES: A great opportunity 
to buy quality items from recently pro
cured, old-timer's collection. FBI $3.00; 
F837-51 (set of 15) 12.50; FB52 2.50; 
F853 5.00; FSC12 275.00; FSC13 
750.00; FSC 17 wet print 20.00; FE1 0· 
17 2.50; FEG1·11 MNH 20.00; FX117 
3.00; FX121 3.20; FX131 ·5 60.00. Many 
other singles and sets available at simi
lar discounts from Van Dam's cataloque 
prices. Want lists solicited. Also, 140· 
page reference manual; Federal Bill and 
Law Stamps, at $17.50 Cdn plus post· 
age and handling (50¢ to Cdn and $1.50 
to US addresses). E. Zaluski, 2777 
Spring land Dr., Ottawa ON K1 V 9X2 

QUALITY 3·RING QUADRILLE PAGES "Ex
hibitor• acid free, cover weight, brite 
white, subtle gray quad, 8 112x11, (7x9 
314 image) US$1511 00, US$901700, 
postpaid. Samples $1 . Jeffrey Switt, 
3962 Belford, Fort Worth, TX 761 03 

LITERATURE 

OLD ISSUES OF TOPICS FOR SALE • Add 
valuable information to your library. Will 
do our best to fill want lists. If on hand, 
issues from #1 on are available on a first 
come, first served basis. Write to: Paul 
Burega, SNAPS Circulation Manager, 
P.O. Box 15765, Stn. F, Ottawa, ON, 
Canada K2C 3S7. 
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LITERATURE 

WANTED - YOUR OLD UNUSED TOPICS. 
Will swap for other issues or try to find a 
buyer. Donations solicited and gratefully 
accepted (will pay postage, but write 
first). Send list of available items to: Paul 
Burega, SNAPS Circulation Manager, 
P.O. Box 15765, Stn. F, Ottawa, ON, 
Canada K2C 3S7. 

CERTAIN ISSUES OF TOPICS WANTED: 
1960 Whole No.'s 177 & 178; 1961 
Whole No.'s 187 & 189; 1962 Whole 
No.'s 203 & 207. Preston A. Pope, P.O. 
Box 5625, San Mateo, CA 94402. 

G.B. CLUB, Gold Award (APS) quarterly 
newsletter, consulting, circuit books, liter
ature, stamps, covers. Write Tom Cur
rent, Editor, Box 4586, Portland OR 
97208. 

NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY. Post 
Offices of Cape Breton Vol. 1 Inverness 
County. 216 pgs. Profusely illustrated 
with 820 different hammer strikes. Post
master lists and historical data. Contains 
information on 313 different post offices. 
Includes maps and 8 appendices. Edi
tion limited to 50 numbered copies. Price 
$19.95 plus $2.00 postage and handling. 
C. Munden, 101 Lakecrest Dr., Dart
mouth, N.S. Canada. B2X 1 V7 902-435-
0730. 

BNA TOPICS 1949-1963 - Complete in 15 
bound volumes; mixed bindings with 
some minor chipping, $250.00. 1964-
1967-Bound in four matched blue cloth 
bindings $75.00. Gary Arnold, 10533 
Countryside, Grand Ledge, Ml 48837. 

WANTED 

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL 
GUIDES - all periods. Highest prices 
paid. Dave Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oak
ville, Ont. L6J 5E9. 

ADMIRAL SQUARED CIRCLES - on stamp, 
card, cover. Need all hammers - Selkirk 
and Souris & Winnipeg No. 1 in particu
lar. Gary Arnold, 1033 Countryside, 
Grand Ledge, M148837. 

1930 CANADA ARCH AND LEAF ISSUE 
(Scott 162-77) on cover or on postcard 
to foreign destinations postmarked prior 
to July 1, 1930. James W. Goss, Suite 
500, 801 West Big Beaver Road, Troy, 
Ml48084. 

WANTED 

RAILWAY POSTCARDS and items with iden
tical illustrations (corner cards, forerun
ners, envelopes, commercial postcards). 
Erick Middleton, 4707 Beaver Creek, 
Austin, TX 78759. 

WILL BUY large or small lots, Canadian Rev
enues, proofs, Postal notes, Reply cou
pons, Xmas Seals, Tobacco tax paids, 
Match tax paids, Liquor seals, War sav
ings, Semi-official airs, college stamps, 
local posts, express companies, postal 
stationery, etc. B. Peters/Revenues, 
P.O.Box 576, Shelburne, Ont. LON 1 SO 

BEAVERTON SQUARED CIRCLES - On 
stamp, card, cover - in quantity, espe
cially July 1895. David Robinson, 139 
Northland Avenue, Toronto, Ontario 
M6N 2E4. 

GEORGE VI 1937-38 DEFINITIVE ISSUE 
covers with overseas rates, single us
ages, precancels, DLOs, etc. Gary W. 
Steele, 137 Taranaki Drive, Dartmouth, 
NS B2W 4X3. 

SINGLE PEACE ISSUE STAMPS (#s 268-
273, C9, E11, CE 3·4) on cover over
seas mailed in first six months of issue, 
September 1946 - April 1947. Buy or 
trade. Mike Street, P.O. Box 7230, An
caster, ON L9G 3N6. 

BARREL CANCELS ON COVER, STAMP 
OR PIECE - need quantities of these 
large double circle cancellations (used 
1955-62) for hammer study. Buy or 
trade. Mike Street, P.O. Box 7230, An
caster, ON L9G 3N6. 

NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPLESS G.P.O. , 
'POSTAGE PAID' covers - 1897 'PAID 
ALL', 1918-20. Provisional covers. Com
piling dates and types. Would also ap
preciate information on above. D. Mario, 
P.O. Box 342, MPO. Saskatoon, SK 
S7K 3L3. 

KLUSSENDORFS, BUY OR TRADE - I want
/need Abbotsford, Quebec #1 , Langley, 
Schefferville, Sherbrooke slogan; also 
errors, inverts, various time marks, early 
and late dates. List available. Please 
write with offers. Allan L. Steinhart, 45 
Dunfield Ave., Apt. 191 0, Toronto, ON 
M4S 2H3. 

CANADIAN PRECANCELS: Singles, blocks 
and plate blocks. Will buy or trade. D. 
Marasco, 2342 140th St, Surrey, BC 
V4A 4H7 
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WANTED 

MUSKOKA POSTAL HISTORY: 1864·1878. 
Covers with CDS and/or fancy cork can· 
cels from Alport, Bala, Bracebrldge, 
Gravenhurst, Juddhaven, Muskokaville, 
Point Kaye, Port Carling, Port Cockburn, 
Rosseau. Also any covers to the above. 
Send to : Richard Crelghton, 303·120 
Rosedale Valley Road, Toronto, ON 
M4W 1P8. 

NEWFOUNDLAND TOWN, RAILWAY AND 
BOAT cancels on cover, card, stamp or 
piece. Up to Confederation , March 
31,1949. Send your sales list or request 
my want list. Brian Noble, 11 Trallsmoke 
Cr., Etoblcoke, ON M9C 1 L9 

BC COAST STEAMSHIP CANCELS, BC 
town cancels, Canada RPO on cover, 
pieoe or stamp, all periods. Have for 
trade or sale: many BC town cancels, 
Canada slogan cancels, RPO's, military 
cancels, Yukon, NWT, town cancels on 
cover and piece, 1960-date. John Ed· 
gett, PO Box 456, Glenhaven, CA 95443 

SEND $50 OR MORE CATALOGUE all dif· 
ferent Canadian Revenues and receive 

same value different Revenues or other 
Canada. No tobaccos please. Wllf 
Walker, 10230·132 St., Edmonton, AB 
T5N 1Y7. 

Interesting Covers 
and Stamps of Canada 

and Newfoundland 

On approval to BNAPS members 

Leslie Gray 
Deer Run, R.R. #2 
King City, Ontario 

LOG lKO 

MAIL AUCTIONS 
EVERY TWO MONTHS 

• C..\ -.:ADA ~ -..:0 PRO\IUS 
• L.~ITED STATES 
• BR. C0.\1MO-..:\\'EALTH 
• FOREIGI" 
• LARGE LOTS 
Sub><:ni>llons S 1).00 p;.•r H'"' 
\\ nit> uxl,l\ tor our flt'\1 ,,,It> 

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD. 
Bo• 267H • Smith•ille, Ontario. Canada 

lOR 2AO 

PRICE LIST 
of 

CANADA 
& 

BNA 
featuring ERRORS & VARIETIES 

FREE ON REQUEST 

SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE 
Call us Toll Free 1-800-667-6900 

Box 1870, Saskatoon, SK Canada S7K 352 
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The Extensive British North America Collection from 
the estate of 

JOHN S. SIVERTS 
to be sold at unreserved public auction 

by order of the executor 

Featuring: 
NEWFOUNDLAND - stampless covers, proofs, stamps (Pence & Cents), on 

cover material, town cancellations, booklets and panes etc. 

NEW BRUNSWICK - Extensive stampless covers, proofs, stamps (Pence & 
Cents), on cover material, bisects, town cancellations, 
numeral cancellations on Canadian stamps etc. 

NOVA SCOTIA - Stampless, proofs, Pence, Cents, cancellations, covers, etc. 

CANADA PENCE 

FIRST CENTS 

- Stamps, covers, 4-ring cancellations. 

- Stamps, varieties, covers, and extensive cancellations incl. 
. 4-ring, fancy etc. 

LARGE QUEENS - Extensive collections of mint, various papers, varieties, 
watermarks of all values, fancy cancellations, 4 and 2 
rings, dated copies and many covers. 

SMALL QUEENS - Extensive collections of mint, various papers, vartettes, 
perforations, proofs, imperforates, rate and other covers 
with exceptional collections of fancy, numeral, duplex, 
coloured and other cancellations on and off cover. 

REGISTERED - With proofs, stamps, varieties, multiples incl. complete 
LETTER STAMPS sheets, extensive on cover material. 

PLUS 
JUBILEES, LEAFS, NUMERALS, EDWARDS, QUEBECS to OFFICIALLY 
SEALED - all with choice stamps, multiples, plate material, varieties, on cover 
material, and much more. 

All to be offered in two major auctions 

SPRING AND FALL 
1989 

Catalogues available upon request from Canada's premier auction house. 

R. MARESCH & SON 
330 BAY ST., SUITE 703, 

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA MSH 2S9 
(416) 363·7777 



CLASSICS??? 

Every •onth of the yearlll 

J.N. SISSONS INC. 
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices 

1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513, 
220 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario 

MSB 2H1 (416) 595-9800 




